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'cotrara ime bliksauah prthiwpracleiih iriddhasya kulaputrasya kuladuhitur vd ydvajjiuam anusmaranrya
blnvanti. Katame catvdrah? Iha bhagaudfi jltah; iha bhagavan anuthram samyal<sambodhim abhisambuddhah; iha bltagauata triparivartam dvidaiakdram dhiirmyam dharmacakram prauartitam; iha
blwgavdn anupadlti{ese nirvinadhitau parinirw'lah. igamisyanti bhil<savo mamdtyaya'c caityaparicirakdh
caityavanda,kds ta' evam vakyanti; 'Iha bhttgavi{i jdtah; iha bhagauin anutbrAm samyaksambodhim
ablisambuddkalt; iha bhagavata tripariuanam dvidaidkdram dhdrmyam dharmacakam prauartitam; iha
blmgavdn anupadhiiese nirvdnadhdtau parinirw'lah ' atrantara ye kecit prasannacitta- mamdntike kilam
karisyanti te sarve svargopaga ye kecit sopadltiiesdh. (Walclschrnidt

(

1950/51), 388 u. 390)

l.Introduction
The lives of founders or eminent representatives of religions have always attracted the
imagination of both believers and scholars. The motives for this has usually been to prove
that everything that was said or written really happened or else to create u su"r.d g.ography wherein devoted pilgrims could tread in their search for religious merit and bliss;
scholars, on the other hand, wish to verify or falsify what was written in old documents or
indicated by relics on which they have been doing research. In many cases, of course, at
least in the Western world, both kinds of "investigators" are very often united in one and
the same person. Ironically, the basic motivation for the positivistic approach to the history of religions - to show what was real and original, and therefore true, and to sort it out
from what was later tradition, and therefore less real and true has led to results which
were bound to undermine the claim of historicity made either by or on behalf of so-called
historical sources. Only what could be proved by reference to other texts or through
archaeological finds was accepted as historically and objectively true.
The history of the Vita-Jesu research clearly exemplifies this process of historicistic
reduction. The history of Jerusalem and the Holy Land of Christianity2 for its part indicates that the places connected with the founder of a religion, at least in the eyes of
believers, must be located somewhere, so that these places have survived the scepticism
of scholarship about the traditions and legends leading ro the identification of ruih holy
spots.

The same proves true of the geographia sacra of Buddhism, especially to the places
connected with the life of the historical Buddha, Gautama Sakyamuni Siddhlrtha, the
difference being that it was not an organized church which drew the map of sites marking
the major events in the life of the Buddha, in the northern part of South Asia on the Indian
subcontinent. Rather it was mainly Western scholars who were trying to verify the historicity of the Buddha and the account of his life. The problem for these scholars
consisted in the nature of the texts they had to study in order to attain their goal: these
were for the most part of an unhistorical nature - a criticism directed against indian textual sources in general but, of course, also valid for the Bible3. Thus, from an early period
on, archaeologists looked for and found documentary sources, such as the travel reports in
the accounts of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims. They claimed to have found realistic descriptions of the geographical features of sites and details of the Buddhist remains found in
them during the pilgrims' time. This approach is best seen in the milestone work on Buddhist historical geography and archaeology, Alexander Cunningham's Ancient Geography
of India, but it is still, unfortunately, used by historians, art historians and archaeologists
without taking into account the broader contexts for which in and for which the Chinese
texts were written, not least because of the lack of new well-annotated translations into
Western languages.

'From the vast literature on pilgrimage in

general and for Christianity I point out only: Ch6lini and
Branthomme (1982) and (1987), Coleman and Elsner (1995), Dupronr (1987), Tworuschka (1994),
for
(Hindu) India: Bharadvaj (1983), and for China: Naquin and yt (lgg}).
3
It should not be forgotten that the Christian pilgrimages to the Holy Land and the descriptions of the holy
places around Jerusalem are mainly a phenomenon of a later period, the High Middle Ages, leaving
a

slightly broader gap of time - more than one thousand years between the assumed life of the founder of
the religion and the descriptive information of these places than in the case, say, of the Buddha and the first
Chinese pilglim to India, Faxian

-

around 800 years.

It

was, however, not until recent years that rengwed interest in Buddhism and its
"popularization", particularly in the West, rose significantly, with books on the life of the
Buddha and the places connected with the events described in Buddhist literature finding
a wide and interested readership, as can be seen by publications such as: Tarthang Tulku's
monograph, relying heavily on the pilgrims and the writings of the 19'h century archaeologists; Molly Emma Aitken's Meeting the Buddha; Duncan Forbes's The Buddhist Pilgrimage, and Hans Wolfgang Schumann, Auf den Spuren des Buddha Gstamaa - not to
speak of works along the same lines on the Chinese pilgrims.s Westerners interested in
Buddhism and its holy sites wanted to know where the places "where it all happened"
really were. They became, in a way, successors of the Lama in Rudyard Kipling;s novel
Kim who, so eagerly and against all odds, was looking for the place of the "arrow-spring"
near the Buddha's hometown, Kapilavastu6 - thus leading us into the geographic area
which will be discussed in the following pages. The similarity between Kipling's Lama
and a number of modern investigators is more than a metaphorical one: after all, it is the
(Western) scholarly approach and methods of the Lahore museum curator in the story
which presumes to guide the pilgrim - be he "western" or "Eastern" to the holy places
of Buddhism. This kind of scholarly attitude needs, in a post-colonial age, to avoid both a
purely destructive positivism in the interpretation of texts and an overly constructive
positivism that takes the sources for granted, and instead to put things into their proper
context.
The following study is therefore to be seen as an attempt to open paths to both approaches - believing the sources and doubting them - by carefully collecting the evidence
brought to light by archaeologists and through study of texts, and providing both avenues
of approach a sound basis on which scholars can proceed with their research. This is
mainly done by putting the core documentary historical material, the reports of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims to India between the early 5th and (roughly) the 9th century, into
their textual, formal and religious context, in order to avoid these texts being taken at face
value. As paradigmatic objects were chosen Lumbinr, the birth place of the Buddha,
Kapilavastu, the native city of the Buddha and royal capital of the Sakyas (the clan from
which he descended), and the sacred places surrounding both, such as the native-towns of
the Buddhas of the past, Konakamuni and Krakuchanda, and Ramagrama, the site of the
Buddha relics the Kraudyas received - a site which was controlled by a naga king,
according to one tradition concerning the emperor ASoka.T My claim is therefore not to
4

Abridged titles; for full refer-ences see the bibliography.

tsally Horey Wriggins'book
on Xuanzang and Richard Bernstein's Ultimare Journey may be quoted

as

recent examples among them.
6

On an short discussion of Kim in the framework of a discussion of Edward Said's Orientalism, see: Abe
(1995). It is noteworthy that the most influential piece of literature dealing with the life of the
Buddha,
Edwin Arnold's 'The Light of Asia", does not discern between the place of birth and the Buddha's hometown but takes the event of the birth as having taken place in the precincts of the palace (p.4); Arnold

clearly knew about the location of Lumbinl between Kapilavastu and Rdmagrama, the capital of the
Kraudya, as he refers to sources like Spence Hardy ((1853)p.144), bur here obviously takes his poet,s
freedom in having "modified more than one passage in the revived narratives." (p.xl).
1

This stfrpa and its suroundings has been (re-)identified by the Nepalese archaeologist Rijal (see his publications) and partly excavated by the Department of Archaeology of Nepal: cp. Shrestha (1999). In February

2001

stipa

I

have had the chance to see the ongoing excavation-work, which exposed the northwest side of the

and adjacent monastery complexes, but certainly further work is needed in order to verify the preliminary identification of the site as the ancienl dhatu-tlpa of R6magrEma, despite the fact that the Nepalese

have verified or falsified sites where events in the

life of the Buddha, as depicted and described in Buddhist literature, are said to have taken place, but rather to have compared
the geographical and archaeological situation of the sites with the details given in the pilgrims' records and to have tried to find some clues for the discrepancies between the
evidence from both sources. By embedding the Chinese pilgrims' texts into a broader
context, I hope that the work which has still to be done at the sites will receive new impetus from several directions and at the same time discourage the often eclectic way in
which these texts, which are so important for the contextualizatton and interpretation of
the archaeological remains, are quoted and used.
The reason why I have chosen Lumbinl and Kapilavastu as the subjects of my study is
twofold: one is that in the case of these two places, described and hailed as Buddhist
sacred sites in Buddhist literature, the problem of equating places described in textual
sources with actually existing archaeological and topographical spots becomes quite
clear: Lumbinr offers early (Mauryan) evidence that it had been thought to be the birthplace of the Buddha,s while the localization of Kapilavastu,e despite its relative closeness
to the former place, was and still is a question which may only be definitely answered by
freeing oneself from influences from outside the purely scientific quest and by continuing
objective archaeological work in the region. I would not go so far as Watters who admonished scholars to discern three Kapilavastusl0: a) one described in the "legends and romances" of the Buddhist sfitras, b) one visited by A6oka and the Chinese travellers and c)
the real one where the Buddha actually spent his youthrl;but we should keep in mind that
it would be a logical misstep to approach the identity of the earliest Buddhist places - the
places where Prince Siddhdrtha lived - by assuming that if we know b), we also know c).
This means, nota bene, that it cannot be ascertained with final certainty that the places
which we know of are the places where "everything actually happened". Still, this positivistic idea certainly made Lumbinl and Kapilavastu a prione target of 19th-century archaeological site-hunters, especially given the fascination of these two placesl2 - so different
from the places in the Gangetic plain to which the Buddha, as a fully enlightened being,
paid almost stereotyped visits at the invitation of rich, socially prominent persons and
went about the business of converting people. This fascination, that is, was derived not
authorities werc quick to rename the place. For this same reason a discussion of the pilgrims' description of
it, in the light of the excavations or otherwise, should be postponed until the completion of the archaeological work in situ.
8

To find these places in a strictly technical sense is not and cannot be the goal of scientific, historical
research aware of the shortcomings of the material (which in the region concerned does probably not go
back to the lifetime of the Buddha) and of the deducible evidence of the wider region called South-Asia (decreasing with the distance of time to the present). These are problems which should, however, not lead to

the neglect of a correct diachronical ordering of the available sources or the differences between archaeological evidence, achieved only by appopriate research methods - for which see Erdosy (1993) and Hiirtel
(1991) - and the textual sources.
o_

' For an orientation on

the history of the "discovery" of Kapilavastu see Srivastava ( 1996), I 3.

'o Warters ( I 89S), 561 ff.

" Watter, (1898), despite the recently discovered pillar inscriptions in the Tarai, thought this historical
Kapilavastu to have been located "in the territory of the Vrijjians and not far from Rajagriha of Magadha. It
was probably a small unimportant town, and its original name may have been something like Saka or Sdka."
(564f.).
'2Cp. Watters' (1898), 533, statement shortly after the discovery of the NigElI S6gar and the Lumbinl
pillars.
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least from their being home of a more humanlike being, the S[kya prince Siddhartha before he became the Buddha.
The other reason is the deplorable fact that in this case it can be shown how little progress has been achieved in the field of South Asian archaeology and history in some regions. We do after all not do things much differently from the way in which the search for
Kapil3vastu and its supposed surrounding sites was carried by Carlleyle13 and Cunninghamla more than u
ago, although we have the advantage of the ASokan pillars in
""rir.y and Nigah S[gar (see below) as secure focal points, unknown
Lumbinl and in Gotihawa
to those scholars, from which to start the investigation.
While the site of Lumbinr is clearly identified by an ASoka-pillar near the Nepalese
town of Bhairahawa, the site of Kapilavastu has become, as is well known, a political
affair because there are two competing places, one on the Indian side of the border, near
Pipr6hwa,.and one in the Nepalese Tarai, Tilaurakot near Taulihawa (District of Kapilab(v)asturs). As the German Indologist and archaeologist Herbert H[rtel has remarked
correctly:

... one should think that it cannot cause all too greata problem to decide
which one of the two Tilaurakot or Piprahwa / Ganwaria definitely covers the
old place. But since Tilaurakot is situated in Nepal and Piprahwa / Ganwaria
on the Indian side of the India-Nepal border, a highly deplorable shadow
darkens the scene. Frankly spoken, a tug-of-war is on to locate the city, Kapi-

13

Carlleyle (1994), 82ff. Carlleyle collected toponymical evidence and also tried fancy "folk-erymologies"
in his effort to identify the sites - such as the clan name of the Gautams living in the area as being GautamaSakya (86); Kapila as something like the "r'olling sun", likely connecred with the solar origin of the Sakyas

(1l3ff.); Sarkuhiya: Saraklpa, the "arrow-spring" ofFaxian and Xuanzang (188). This method can, of
course, only be used with the necessary cautiousness in such incontinuously and diversifiedly inhabited
areas as the Nepalese Tarai and the northern palts of the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. Right to criticize
such methods of research, Srivastava (p.25f.), the excavator of Piprlhwd / Ganwaria should himself have
learnt to avoid rushed identifications, such as inscriptional place-names proving the site to have been the
actual place, or reading a whole city into monastic remains and sites which are still uncompletely excavated. The same holds

for the Nepalese archaeologists who identified, for example, as the palace of

Suddhodana the remains of an archaeological complex in the central area of Tilaurakot which was certainly,
even for a non-expert in things archaeological, a monastic site.
la

Cunningham was quite convinced that Carlleyle had done a perfect job; see his remarks in the "Introduction", Carlleyle (1994),IIIf.: "... Mr. Carlleyle's most valuable work was the discovery of the site of the
famous town of Kapilavastu, the birth-place of Sdkya Buddha, which was for many centuries the most
venerated of all the holy places of Buddhism. [...] Shortly after Mr. Carlleyle's discovery I visited Bhuila

Tdl myself, and examined many of the localities mentioned in this Report. I saw the Surkuia, or '.Arrow
well", the Hithi-gadhe, or "Elephant Pit"; the Lumbini-garden where Prince Siddhdrtha was born, and the
site of Koli, the birth-place of Mdyi Devi, the Prince's mother. I also paid a visir to Koron-dih, the supposed site of RAma-grnma, and to other places in the neighbourhood. The result of my excamination was the
most perfect conviction of the accuracy of Mr. Carllelyle's identification of Bhuila TAI with the site of
Kapilavastu, the famous birth-place of Sdkya Muni. I am also satisfied that rhe sites of the birth-places of
the two previous Buddhas, Kraku-chanda and Kanaka, have been correctly identified."
15

It

should be noted that the Nepalese toponymy

of this part of the Tarai was recently and officially

changed back to the "antique" Buddhist names: Kapilbastu, Rdmgrdm, etc.; nor has the Indian side been reluctant to create a new district in Uttar Pradesh, namely Siddharthanagar around Piprdhwa / Ganwaria
(Srivastava (1996), 1).
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lavastu, within the respective territories. As publications on the subject have
partly left the scholarly level, and prejudices suppress the argumentation, an
objective appraisal is long overdue.l6

In the following few pages I would like to append some additional remarks to Prof.
Hiirtel's article which fulfill his own proposal for the archaeological endeavour": to give
an "objective appraisal" of the textual evidence in comparison with the actual situation of
the sites. It is my hope that the results and proposals of my research will further the real
development of the places ,,where everything began" and that they will at least put an end
to the eclectic use of the reports of the Chinese pilgrims, and also help to end the premature, uncontextuahzed identifications of single places recorded in Buddhist literature
for purposes of national pridels in favour of objective, critical research on and a thorough
archaeological reconsideration of the sites in line with modern standardle.
It is my pleasure to express my gratitude to the LIRI (Lumbini International Research
Institute) for having given me the opportunity of a stay for two months (January / February 2002) in the calm and inspiring halls of this splendid centre of research directly 1ocated near the holy places of Buddhism, which I could investigate directly and in situ.
This stay opened my eyes to the need to be in the places on which one wants to do historical research based, as in my case, on texts, usually done at study desks only. The stay in
Lumbinr also showed how important it is for different academic disciplines to be represented. The present work owes much to the archaeologists Prof. G. Verardi, Universita
degli Studi di Napoli "L'Orientale" (it is through his cooperation and Giulio Di Anastasio's efforts that the map of the area around Taulihawa and Lumbinr could be included in
this publication), and Mr. B. Bidari, Lumbinr (whom I have to thank not least for an exciting motorbike trip to the sites of Pipr6hwa and Ganwdria), but and also to Indologists at
home in Germany, such as Prof. H. Falk, Berlin, who gave me some hints where to go
and what to check. My personal thanks go to Dr. Christoph Ci.ippers, kalyanamitra, direc-

'u

Hartel

11991,1, 7 I

.

''Hdrtel'soverviewgivesthestatusadquemof

before lggl,butunfortunatelynotmuchprogressisfound

in archaeological literature about the region, it either having been produced on a rather low level of standard
or final reports on the excavation work having not yet been published, such as the final reports of the
Japanese group and of B. Rijal on the excavation beneath the Mdyddevl temple, or the excavation of the
"American" archaeologist "Cunningham" (British archaeologist Coningham: see below, note 19) in
Tilaurakot.

This seems to be true of even quite balanced archaeological overviews if it comes down to Piprdhva
versus Tilaurakot. One example is in the book by the Indian archaeologist Chakrabarti (1998), 204
'8

"Ganwaria and Piphrawa [sic!] are the city and stupa sites of the ancient city of Kapilavastu in the Basti
district of eastern U.P. The long-standing dispute regarding the identification of the capital of the Sakyas ...
with the discovery of the monastic sealing in Kapilavastu at Piphrawa. ..."; commenting on Tilaurakot

(p.205): '(While) there is as yet no positive proof ..."; Chakrabarti's final statement on the status quo of
Tilaurakot can, however, be taken as a kind of admonition for future work: "No coordinated plan of the
habitation inside the rampart has been obtained."

'' How fast the conclusions are drawn may be seen by media reaction -

"Cunningham vs Coningham" - on

archaeological activities in Tilaurakot by British archaeologists (see: Coningham, n.y., and Coningham,
Schmidt (1998)): "Soul proprietor - A century-old dispute over the locarion of Kapilavastu, where the
Buddha grew up, is about to end in favour of Tilaurakot in Nepal. That's bad news for Piprahawa and Uttar'
Pradesh tourism." (Prasannan / Stock), "Kapilavastu, not in India" (Jayetilleke); "Digging Into a Buddha

Rivalry" (Gugliotta).

t2

tor of the LIRI, who, with his never-ending willingness to help in all everyday problems
which otherwise make a scholar's life abroad very unrewarding. Together with his
o'crew",
he made these two months a discovery, something more than an academic ,,desktop" thrill.

2.The textual material, its value and its context
Texts on early Buddhist history and Buddhist geography as reflected in the life of the
Buddha can roughly be divided into two groups:
1. The legendary material found in the Buddhist texts. The main Indian texts are, on
the one hand relatively late Sanskrit works on the life of the Buddha, such as the Lalitavistara, Mahauastu, ASvaghosa's Buddhacarita, parts of the Divyduaddna (especially for
the legend of ASoka) and portions of the Vinaya of the Mfllasarvdstivadin, but also relatively late extracanonical and commentary literature in Pdli as the Niddnakatha. As
textual sources, and in terms of age and authenticity, the early Chinese "translations" of
the vita of the Buddha have at least the same value as the Indian texts.20 Closely connected with these textual sour'ces are the depictions of scenes of the life of the Buddha in
Buddhist art. They cannot be taken as direct historical or - as I call them in the next group
of texts - "descriptional" sources, but they do usually run parallel with the legends given
in the texts and sometimes, in cases of early Indian Buddhist art from the time before the
probable creation of the texts, enable us to create a relative chronology - a terminus ad
quem - for the existence of an episode in Buddhist lore.2r
2. The "descriptional" material consists mainly of travelogues written by Chinese
Buddhist pilgrims. In the case of Lumbinl and Kapilavastu we have to rely on two main
figures: Faxian's j*RH Gaoseng-Faxian-zhuan E{gi*ffiig (GFZ), "Report of the Great
Monk Faxian", from the beginning of the 5th century and Xuanzang's {ft own report of
his journey, the Datang-xiyuji tHErEffd (XJ), "Report of the Western Regions of the
Great Tang(-Dynasty)", followed by his biography, the Datang-Cien-si-Sanzang-Fashizhuan (CSZ) ttrffi,ff+-:ffii*Hffii$, "Biography of the Dharma-Master Tripinka of

the Cien-Monastery of the Great Tang(-Dynasty)", the first five fascicles Quan 6) of
which were written by Xuanzang's disciple Huili Hf and later improved by another
disciple, Yancong E!f; (688), who also added a prologue and the last five fascicles
describing the life of Xuanzang after his return to China.22 The biography of Xuanzang is

20

Cp. Eichenbaum Karetzky ( 1992), Introduction (without pagination, p.1).
2rSee
the discussion of the scenes in the 2'd-century B.C. paintings in Ajantd in Schlingloff (2000),
47

vol.l,

-52: birth,52-54: first meditation under the jambu-tee. The increase of legendary motifs surrounding the

birth and the youth of the Bodhisattva is well documented at the same place in Ajantd by paintings from the
5'h century A.D.: Schlingloff (2000), vol.l,3l8-335,374-379 (birth); 335-365: events in Kapilavastu: e.g.
the reception of the baby Bodhisattva, the visit of the temple, the prophecy of Asita, the school visit, the
training in martial arts, the shooting competion and the arrow spring, the four departures, the last visit of the
Buddha to his wife before his Great Departure (ablinislcrama4ta);396ff. and 380, 472-475: Buddha's return

to Kapilavastu: donation (of Nyagrodhdrdma) by Suddhodana, meeting of the Buddha with his former wife
and his son Rahula; the Buddha preaches to the gods (mahdsamdja) and to the Sakya.
22

See Mayer (1992),34ff. On the debated dates of the completion of the first five fascicles - before 649 or
after Xuanzang's death (664) - see pp.46ff.; the decision in favour of one of these two dates has some

T3

of less value in our case, inasmuch as it consists of almost word-for-word reproductions
of the XJ but excludes important passages such as the complete description of Lumbinr
and the towns and stupas of the Buddhas of the past, KaSyapa, Kanakamuni and Krakucchanda. I have nevertheless decided to give the text and a translation of the CSZ, too, be it

only in order to point out the secondary function of thiS text in descriptions of Indian

Buddhist topography of the 7th century. Besides these main sources (the GFZ and the XJ),
there are short pieces of information collected from minor Chinese sources (see below)
which may offer some clues for the problems connected with the history of the sites.
3. Historical texts in a more narrow sense: these consist mainly of inscriptional material, the two pillar inscriptions of ASoka at Lumbinr and at NigaE Sagar being the oldest
evidence, followed by sources dating back to periods considerably later as the "Kapilavastu" sealings; both sources will be discussed below.
The "writing of history" done by a modern scholar can be defined in our case as the
evaluation of these written sources - the "software" as it were and bringing them together with the historical "hardware" delivered by archaeological findings, pieces of art
and epigraphic and numismatic data. I will refrain here from quoting all the ,orr"", of the
first group as is done in an uncritical way in a lot of works on the subject, but will only
refer to passages relevant to the ongoing disccussion. This abridgemenl may be justifiei
by the relation in which the two kinds of sources stand to each other: the Buddhist
legends are the basis on which the Chinese pilgrims looked for the places they visited or
described, and if they can be verified and localized through the latters' descriptions and
through archaeological evidence, this does not necessarily mean that they are historical
places in the strict sense of the word - being places "where the Buddtra trod"; it just
shows that the legends were reflected in the geographia sacra of Buddhism between the
5th and 7th century A.D.
In the case of the "Buddhist antiquity" - that is: the identification of places much
work of the kind described was done in the second half of the 19th century by "Orientalists"23: Indologists, Sinologist, Tibetologists, and specialists in Indian art, archaeology,
epigraphy and numismatics.
As in archaeology the textual material has to be divided into different production layers. Their underlying interrelationships and intentionality have first to be shown before
they can be coordinated with or - even worse but unfqrtunately still common turned
loose upon the "hardware" data.
A deplorable result of the eclectic and uncritical use of the pilgrims' reports is that
Xuan-zang's descriptions are still taken as more reliable than the account of his predecessor. This is on the one hand understandable, given that Xuanzang always gives more detailed information than the laconic Faxian, and almost in all cases indicates directions and
distances, but on the other hand it should be kept in mind that such data, when Xuanzang
can be shown to have not reported what he had actually seen, may lead the archaeologisi
and the historian to searches and conclusions which from the very beginning are destined
to be unfruitful. One example is the description of Mathura: Xuanzang Clearly copies
Faxian's account of Central India, mistakingly taking it as a description of Mathur6

impact on the reliability of Huili's text since it results in two main possibilities for cases in which XJ and
CSZ differ: Xuanzang told Huili a somewhat different story than he himself had used in the XJ, or Huili
decided deliberately to change the content.
2l

The quotation marks have their legitimation in the sense of Edward Said's terminology, but it has to be
emphasized that there is the same tendency going on on the oriental "orientalists"' side, among the
Nepalese and the Indian archaeologists and historians.
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only2a. Another example, showing the somewhat loose attention of the Tang pilgrim, is
the description of the Buddha KESyapa's home village near Sravastr. Xuaniang should
have known that this Buddha was born and entered nirvdna in V6r[!asI, according to the
Buddhist texts, but he follows Faxian in placing the events near Sravastl, and even copies
his wording descriptive of the nirvdna of KdSyapa,2s though he does give a different
direction and distance, noting, almost automatically, the local construction of sttipas by
ASoka.26

What has just been demonstrated in the case of Xuanzang is, in my opinion, if to a
lesser extent, also valid for Faxian. When the latter, for instance, givei us the direction
from Kapilavastu - Lumbinr - Rdmagrama - KuSin agara at east, this is not to be taken at
face value. At least in the case of the section R[magrdma KuSinagara it, becomes clear
that this is not the correct geographical direction. The pattern which Faxian follows here
is that of "sacred direction": from the hometown of the Buddha to the place where he died
everything had to move east, which is the holy direction of Buddhist lore.
To make things clear: this is not to detract from the value of the pilgrims' data as a
whole, but only meant as a warning not to use their accounts uncriticully. Irrt"ud one
needs to check from case to case the historical reliability of their descriptions. The
Chinese very often fails to make it clear if the description of a scene o. u rpoi is what
the pilgrim actually saw, or if it is just what he knew should be there because of descriptioni in
the literature he was so familiar with. Therefore what has to be done, before working with
the texts in the "field", is to separate clearly, by means of comparison and interpretation,
the documentary portions of a passage from the ones in which are reflected influences
from Buddhist literature, information provided by local informants (which is always the
case when it comes to reading an A5okan pillar, for example) or the conclusion
of the
pilgrim himself.
Turning to the detailed geography of the area as reported by the pilgrims, the first task
'is to arrang.e sketches of the sites as they might have been when the pitgrims
were there in
the early 5th and in the 7th century. Here thl foremost problems are the scant directions
2o

Deeg (forthcoming).
25T.ZO8l.gOOc.19

(XJ 6): illHiE'f#+Hqfll ("the relics (sarira) of the complete body of the Buddha
KdSyapa"):T.2085.861a.18 (GFZ): ru*m*eg€fU ("the relics (Sanra) of the complete body
of the
hthagata KdSyapa"); in the case of the other Buddhas' relics Xuanzang uses
,1XffiHApU (..the relics
(SarIra) of the bodily remains of the tathEgata"). Beal ( 1884) II, I 3, note
27 , has already pointed our rhar rhis
is an exact copy of Faxian's description of the nirvdna of MahdkdSyapa, but fails to notice that the
original
copying was done from Faxian's account on the nirvdna of the Buddha KdSyapa. Faxian,s identical
use of
the "relics of the complete body of the tathdgata" itself is a copy of his description
of Mahdkasyapa's stay in
the Kukkutapadagiri near Rdjagrha while waiting for the arrival of the future Buddha Maitreya:
see Deeg
(2000). Faxian in his description of the Buddha Kdsyapa is either mistaken
or else follows a different text
tradition; he has' besides his location of Kdsyapa's home near Srdvasti, also a strange
report on a gifi of dirt
by king A6oka in one of his former lives to the Buddha KSSyapa (T.2085.863b .Z3tt.), an episode
which in
Buddhist literature is said to have taken place in the time of the Buddha Sakyamuni. The whole
ASoka story
in Faxian's report is embedded in the description of the four main venerated places of Buddhism, namely
in
the description of the events associated with Bodhgay6. The only motivation for it seems to have
been an
account of ASoka's construction of a railing around the boclli tree.
26
This seems to be a mechanical insertion of the tradition that every Buddha had (to have) four main
stipas,
but ASoka probably slipped into the narative because in Xuanzang's mind he had to be there on the
reasoning that he was the one who erected pillars for the other Buddhas, which were not "available', in
the case

of KdSyapa.
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and measures given by Faxian, both for Kapilavastu and LumbinI. Some of the details
may be carefully reconstructed by the information given by Xuanzang, but it should be
kept in mind that he is not to be taken as a trustworthy witness in all cases, and also that
what he saw or reported on need not necessarily have been so two hundred years earlier
when Faxian was there.

3. Critical analysis of the sources

3.1. Lumbinl
While Faxian's transcription of LumbinI, Lunmin ;fift (EMC *lwal'-mjin27;, is quite
compatible with the Prakrit form of the name, given, for example, in the ASoka inscription, Lummini, Xuanzang's Lafani flH{ttr (LMC *lap-fha:t-nri), is difficult to associate
with any Indic form of the name. It nray have something to do with the nature of the
place, with the events which are supposed to have taken place there. Already early on
Watters thought that it is related to Skt. lavanl "beautiful woman,"28 obviously referring
to Queen May[, and he may be right; it should only be added that Xuanzang's form of the
name probably goes back to a "folk-etymological", Sanskritizing interpretation of a
dialectal version of the name, which could have been something llke *lambarr.2e This
way of reshaping the name of the place by revealing its "hidden" meaning in a typical
Indian nirvacana style (etymology3o or "semantic analysir""; is reflected in later Chi27

For the reconstructions of Early Middle Chinese / EMC and Late Middle Chinese / LMC see Pulleyblank

(1991)
28

Watters (1898), 546; Wqtters (1904-05),

II,

15. Mizutani (1971), 198b., note 2, reconstructs

-

on the basis

LMC *lamfha:m'-nri on the Tang-Chinese Buddhist lexicographer Huilin's ffiTS linweini ffiaffitr: LMC r'lim-oji-nri
of a commentary gloss by the Song-monk Fayun
(see below)

-

i*i=

(T.2l3l .1167c.26) lqn-fqn-ni

H€tr:

r'labani or a'ldbani as what was heard by Xuanzang, but does not give an explanation for the

phonetic shape of the name as written by the pilgrim. The late witness of Fayun is all the more interestrng

for seeming to bolster the interpretation of the name as a female proper name, in this case of protecting
goddesses (see below).

xtAbaplby substitutional lengthening of the denasalized a(m), r'lavanlby the frequent confusion of b and
v in northern Indo-Aryan languages. The instability of the vowel in the second syllable - -i- in lumrini '. -ain *lamfoqtI- may be reflected in another (early) Chinese transcription of the name (Ayu-wang-zhuan I'alH
E{B / *A.iokiuaddna): lin-mou-ni tfr€tr: EMC *lim-muw-nri, for which Przyluski (1923),251, note l,

2e

reconstructed LummunL A similar pseudo-etymological interpretation must have been, by the way, the basis
for the local name Rupqm-dehi : Rummin-deiin the meaning of "goddess of Lumbinf'(see Falk (1998),

t7).
30

For the history and examples of this Indian exegetical "technique" see Deeg (1995). The pseudoetymological style of the Maltavasru (ed. Senart, vol.I, 99), which interprets lumbinlas being derived from
and belongin g to lumba, in this text obviously the name of the tree (?)- lumbodydna, "the grove of Lumba(trees)" (line 6)

I ... dadariatha lumbinfn"

tasydh i1lddm ,.. grhydna ..., ("... she then saw a lumbini-(tree),
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nese Buddhist lexicography3z and gives us an idea what was done with sacred names to
endow them with a deeper meaning in the narrative tradition.33
Let us then first have a look at what Faxian has to say about Lumbinl: What seems to

be most important for him is the location of the tree under which the birth of the Buddha
took place in relation to the pond in which M[y[ had taken her bath. He clearly states that
the tree was 20 steps (not feet!), approximately 10 m - 13 m, to the north of the pond. The
description of the rest of the scene and the site contains no directions or distances.
Xuanzang says that the distance between the pond or pool and the tree was 24 or 25
steps and - here agreeing with Faxian - that the tree was situated to the north of the pond.
In Xuanzang's report there are some details which puzzled or should at least have
puzzled modern scholars: He calls the pond the "bathing pool of the Sakya", Shizhongyuchi ffifEfdflU, implying that this was already a well-known and frequented spot before
the birth of the Buddha. He describes the tree as having been an afoka tree, literally:
"asoka flower tree". If we consider that some of the names in the passage of the XJ reflect
an etymological symbolism, we may conclude that we are not supposed to take Xuanzang's names and terms as descriptions of an existing realiry.34 This can be seen in the
cases of the "oil river" (see below) and of the place-name for Lumbinr itself (see above)
which Xuanzang uses.
The most conclusive source for Lumbinr being the place where the Buddha was born is
the inscription on the ASoka pillar. While Xuanzang refers to the pillar, Faxian does not
waste any words on it, despite the fact that in the Gupta period the site was well known
and still visited, as the archaeological findings prove.
For this discrepancy there are theroretically two possible explanations3s: 1. The pillar
was not standing at the place where Xuanzang had seen it, and where it probably is standgrasped its branch

...") (line 8f.) - which Maya seized when she delivered the child, is an early Indian

example of this way of dealing with the name.
3tSee
Kahrs (1998).

12-'Fayun's
F-anyi-mingyi-ji ("Collection of tlte Meaning of Translated Names")
r.2131.tt67c.24ff.: ffi.ffitr,"
-s'ffifr,tr" g1ffifr,tr" tLffr1gffi.

.

M#&#R, fascicle 7,
/IMW" l1ffilffi," #ffi
H€ tr +*.nfttr. rit, zl ffi . EIr t f, + Wk & "

'ififfitr,.

H )E H E x A x frknh&. *f
= means: 'place of redemption', or as: 'broken', (and)
("Linweini, or: Liumini, or: Lanpini, or: Lanpini. This

E # ffi #

B#

also translated as: 'fading away'. The Huayan-yinyi translates: 'circle of light of happiness'. This name was
given (to the place) because in older days there were goddesses coming (there). The new (transcription)

calls it: Lanfanni

-

(fan is pronounced as) f(u) + (b)an). This means: 'to observe (from above)'; in ancient
times it actually was the name of the tutelary goddess(es) of (this) garden.") The last sentence contains the
same kind of reinterpretation as in the case of modern Rummindei where Mayd was taken as the tutelary
goddess of the place. The translations 'place of redemption', 'broken', 'fading away' refer to Lumbinr as

belonging

to y'lu@)p, 'to remove, to destroy' - or maybe to

the Dhdtupa-tha-root y'lumb-

in the

sense

of

'hurt, kill, destroy': (ardane)?.
33

These interpretations do not, of course, necessarily grve the "original" etymological meaning of names,
which, in the case of ancient India, is very often lost in the linguistic jumble of the past.

3t

The tree is, of course, found already in earlier Chinese translations, and a similar reference in the
quotation of Sengzai's description in the SZ, where the tree is called xuhe 18i4, which leads to a * doka tree.
Here we may have - if it is not a misreading of axulrc WrHAq : aioka - the confusion and mixing of the
iaka tree, referring to the Sakyas, and the a{olca tree, referring to the painless birth of the child, both of
which are mentioned by the different texts.
35

The option that Faxian may never had been to Lumbinr personally is rather unprobable because he only
describes places where he had actually gone, or else tells his reader that he has not been to a certain place,
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ing today. This is only provable by means of an archaeological excavation of the foundation of the kind done on the Gotihawa pillar, whose existence demonstrated that it had
really been standing there from the time of its first erection. It seems, however, very unlikely that the Lumbinr pillar could have been moved to its present location and been
reerected on the muddy qround of the region in the absence of a sound basement without
collapsing over the centuries. 2. The pillar was covered and hidden under a mound of
earth, and maybe also under vegetation. It was at least covered up to above the inscription
when Xuanzang saw it (he does not mention the inscription, and the supposition is that
this very fact is responsible for the good condition of the letters down to our days36;.
When Fi.ihrer rediscovered it in 1896 even less, only nine feet, was visible, if one can trust
Btihler's repoft.37
The part of the inscription leading to the identification of the site as Lumbinr, the birthplace of the Buddha, is clear beyond all do!bt,38 but there are two words (phrases) the
meaning of which is disputed by philologists3e.
To start with the second one, athabhigiye, this expression is at least formally well
understood, the problem being mainly a semantical and contextual one: it is usually taken
to mean that the village of Lumbinr's tax was reduced to one-eighth: "was made to submit
1/8th share only (by way of land revenue)."4o I think that H. Falk has made a good point in
arguing that ASoka, by only reducing the tax to two-tenths instead of the normal sixth part
of the income, would "appear as ignominiously money-minded,"4l and so to reconsider
Pischel's and Venkatasubbiah's proposition that this word is to be connected with the
administrative technical term astabhogateja(s)svamya.a2 which gave the right to keep
(eight) items - such as treasure, water and stones - discovered on the land concerned.a3 I
totally agree with Falk's supposition that the wording bhagavam ... (atha)bhagiye, a pun
on bhaga(-vat) I bhaga, was meant to underscore the extraordinary character of the act of
the Mauryan emperor.4o
The main problem with the second word / phrase, silauigadabhl(ca)is that it has no direct correspondence either in Sanskrit nor in Prakrit. There are two main ways to interpret
it, neither, however, with any philological support, and only tenable by arguing beyond
the evidence of the inscription: 1. The word could refer to the statue on top of the pillar, a
"huge figure of stone",45 which later was identified as MayE, a solar diik, a horse or a
having acquired his information from hearsay, as

in the case of the regions

south

of

Central India

(daksindpdtha).
36

Fark (r99s), 15.

37

Quoted in: Falk (1998), 13, note 41.
This is, indeed, the best preserved inscriprion ofA6oka; see Upasak (1960), 169.
3e
Fark (1998), l5ff.
t8

a0

o'
a2

Rastogi (1990),323. Bloch (1950), 157:

"...

(a 6t61ib6r6 de raxe er) mis au

l/g.."

Fark (1998), 18.

it not

-

give the need both to avoid the assumption that the younger expression is the original
one and the necessity to explain the vowel -i- in ASoka's bhdgiya, which Falk takes to be bhigya with a
svarablmkti vowel and not bhigika, as some other scholars have explained it (p.20) that the ASokan exCould

be

pression is the original one and that it was then later changed to -blrcga- ("to enjoy (the rights)").

o3

Falk (1998),

19.

oo

Falk (1998), 20, points out that the technical term ubalika (: *uclbalika: bali,"tribute, offering", but also
secular "tax"), "exempt from impost", has the same religio-ritualistic connotation as the combination
blmgavam ...
a5

(-

)bltdgiye.

Rastogi (1990),323.

l8

mulea6; that this statue is mentioned expressly would be explicable by the fact that the
animal was not a lion, as in probably all the other cases it would have been. Because of

Xuanzang's description of a horse on top of the pillar some scholars take the word as
meaning something like "bearing a stone statue of a horse".47 2. The other explanation
takes the word to mean the wall around the pillar: "une muraille de pierre" os K. N. Norman has made a study on the word / phraseae in which he summarizes all the bids made to
explain this crux in the inscription.soI think he is correct in pointing out that all attempts
to read a word with some distant semantic similarity to a horse (statue) into the mystic
vigada are just fruitless efforts to associate the word with something we actually know
about the pillar: Xuanzang's description of the statue, which fell down and broke in the
7'n century.'' Norman is also certainly right to point out that the term in question should
not be expected to refer to a part of the pillar, such as the statue on top of its2; such an
element of a pillar is never expressly mentioned in the other pillar inscriptions. Norman
finally presents his own proposition, which comes close to the rendering no. 2... "and a
wall made from, or decorated with, stone".53 He himself admits that his solution is not a
perfect one from a philological point of view. Moreover, there was no real reason for
mentioning such a railing, which probably would, like the capital and the statue, have
been considered a part of the pillar (thabe).
I will try to give a different explanation for the word, trying to bring together both
philological arguments and probable external factors. First let us have a look at what the
sildvigadabhl @fl could have referred to at as sacred a spot as the birth place of the Buddha is. In my opinion there are two (major) possibilities: 1. a shrine or a sanctuary,or2.
the improvement or embellishment of elements in the sacred topography of Lumbinr
which were closely connected with the legend surrounding the events. I would rule out
the first solution because of external problems - besides stipas we know of no architectural structures which were built by the Mauryan king, and there would have been no
need to note that such a building was made of stone and also because of internal, philological problems: the difficult term provides no clue for a solution in this direction. In
the second case we are, of course, not able to show what was known of the legendary

o6

Norman (1991-93),227

a7

-230.

Hultzsch (1925), 164, in a slightly different approach, regards si/E as the referent to which the following
attribute vigadabhlwould refer: "... a stone bearing a stone (?) .',
a8Bloch (1950),
157, and note 3 (157f.), reads -blicd in the text (158), but refers ro a word separarion

implying

-bht-cd.

oe

Norman (1991-93).
50Norman (1991-93),

227

-

230: Barth, Biihler, Bhandarkar, Smith, Pischel, Fleet, Charpentier, Bloch,

Basak, Patanavitana, Hettiratchi, Thieme, Falk.
s'
No.man (lggl -93), 230t.

52Nor-an (1991-93),
231.; in addition, the word kdldpita,,,had ... made", would not be appropriate for
something on top of the pillar, for which one would rather expect a word "placed on (top)"; also the order of
the actions should be the other way around: first erecting (usapdpite) the pillar, and then putting the statue
on top of it. The sequence in the Lumbinr inscription seems to run parallel with the one in the inscription of
Nig6li S[gar: first ASoka did something to improve the place as a pilgrimage spot extending the stfipa in

-

the case of Nigdli Sdgar (and probably something similar in the case of Gotihawa) then he went on to the
final erection of the pillar, the culmination of his work on the site and a troublesome technical undertaking

in these days.
53

No..nan (l9gl-93),

237

.
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elements of later literature at the time of A6oka, but from early Buddhist artsa and from
the texts we may assume that some elements were already there. One of these elements,
besides the tree under which the birth took place, was surely the pond in which MEyE and in an older version: also the Buddha?)) - took a bath.
As has been correctly remarked, the first step towards solving the problem lies in the
right separation of the single words, which I tentatively propose as: sila-vigada-bhl c6.
The word silf, causes no problems, but what is meant by the word: -vigada-? Looking at
all the possible parallels in Indian vocabulary (Skt., Pkt., P.), one can read in the dictionaries under the root vi-y'gah,part. pret. vigadha: "to take a bath, dive into, enter (sth.)".s6
The short vowel could be explained by the fact that the Mauryan scribe_s, especially when
they had to translate the documents into the dialects of the region," sometimes made
mistakes or that a mistake - the shortening or lengthening of a vowel - was caused by irregularities of the writing material (palm-leaves or birch) on which the model for the
inscription was writtenss ind from which it was copied onto the stone.5e In the case of the
Lumbinr inscription, the rareness of the word *vigddha-, which was probably not part of
the common vocabulary but chosen deliberately rather to denote the speciality of the pond
at the birthplace of the Buddha, could well have led the scribe to use an incorrect form of
a word60 in the original document he used to transfer the text and its aksaras to the
stone.6l As an example of an unaspirated cerebral (d1 where an aspirated (dh) should be

written, I point out RE 4, Girnf,r: sesde: Kalinga: sedhe,Mdnsehrd sredhe,

etc.62

saAmaravatl (2"d

I 3'd cent. A.D.): Knox (1992), 100f., relief 41; 121, relief 61, where we have the four
lokapdlas mentioned by Xuanzang. On a fragment from Bhdrhut and its interpretation as Mdyd grasping the
branch of the tree while delivering the Buddha, cp. Ltiders (1941),61f.

Does this refer rather to the l5-chambered structure which came to light in joint Nepalese-Japanese
excavations and which has since been dated to the Mauryan period? See Uesaka (1996). Uesaka mentions
ss

that these structures lie below the water level of the rainy season (p.9).
tu

Cp. PW I, 165, s.v.: "sich tauchen -, baden -, ..."; PW I, PW II, 728: gddha: "worin man sich taucht,
badet"; quoting Raglruvamsa 9.72'. tapasvigA/hAr.n nadnn "the river in which ascetics use to take their
bath": this seems to imply, together with other examples, that (vi)-y'gdh- in former times was especially
used in religious or ritual contexts (PW II, 742f ., with examples from the RV and AV).
" Norman (1994),54. The Nigdli S6gar inscription, which may have been written by the same scribe - see
e.g. Upasak (1960), 171

-

has thube for a regular *tltfrpe (: Skt. slripa).

58

Norman (1995), 236, suggesting this solution for the long vowel in cd, and pointing out the elimination of
the anusvara in the first word devanapiyena in contrast with the right form in the inscription of Nigdli Slgar

(devdnampiyena). On the epigraphical mistakes of the scribes, even referred to by ASoka himself in Rock
Edict XIV (Girndr: lipikardparadhena,"by fault of the writer"), see Norman (1975).
se
Upasak (1960), 170, points out "the slight elongation of verticals in some of the letters, which is perhaps
due to the vertical position of the pillar at the time of engraving."
60

Assuming that the scribe was reflecting on what he did and that he knew what the general meaning of the
phrase should be, the semantic relation to water of a root llke y'gad, "to drop, run as liquid" (cp. PW II,

-

could also have caused him to shorten the original long vowel.
I would rather weigh this possibility than assume the wrong transmission of a written document form dha
onto stone (due to its more angular shape than usual, an aksara dha was taken to be a da); for the graphical
634)

only found in the Dhdtupitha

-

6r

relationship of the aksaras dha and da see Dani ( 1986), 40.
62
See Hultzsch, Synoptical Text, 189, block 6. See also RE 13: Girnar: pijite pdti : Shdhb6zgarhi: vijite
bhoti,Mdnsehr-a: vijitasi ftoti (Hutzsch, 209, block 10); GIrndr: idfta : Shdhb:azgarhi: ifta : Mdnsehrd: lida
(Hutzsch, 210, block 5. For rare cases ofdeaspiration in Pkt. See Pischel, 154, $$ 213 -214.
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If, now, the whole word refers to the water pond where MiyI

/ or the Buddha were
supposed to have taken a bath / to have been bathed, then the last part of the compound
should refer to the pond itself. As there is no word -bhlfor anything that has to do with
water, we should try a different tack: the possibility that behind the short -a- (vigadhqbhfl is hidden a long -a:- of the compound word sandhi being reduced by the
well-known law of two morae (shortening of a vowel in a closed syllable in Prakrit languages).63 -abhl then, should have something to do with water or a water pond and in
Sanskrit there is indeed the word abdhi, in classical Sanskrit denoting the ocean, but also
bearing the meaning of "pond, lake".64 In Prakrit this word does not seem to occur, while
the form abbhi/I does not conform to the normal law of phonetics in Prakrit languages,
stating that in the case of two adjoining plosives the first one assimilates to the second
one, which would have led to the form *addhi. It could, however, be that the normal
progressive assimilation was overruled by a regressive assimilation which can be found in
some Prakrit sound combinations.u' In the case of Skt. abdhi one could well imagine an
artificial Prakritization of a post-Vedic word which the scribe did not understand. The
long -iwould then again be a misspelling on the part of the scribe, who added a second
stroke characteristic of the long vowel, or else the form was taken by him to be the nom.
sing. of a masculine -in-stem (*abbhin).
So we finally reconstruct a coffesponding Sanskrit compound *iila-vigddha-abdhi,
meaning: "(he had) a stone bathing pond (made)". This would have referred to some
natural pond in which Mdyd was thought to have taken a bath, and around this pond
ASoka would have built stone glrf6 to preserve it from ruin and for the sake of the pilgrims who came to Lumbinr and took the normal bath every Indian would have taken for
mundane or religious ,earons.66
There is also the possibility that the architectural earliest structure, discovered during
the excavation under the modern Mdyddevi tempel, whose lowest layer of 15 rectangular
chambers dates from the Mauryan period,o/ housed this bathing pond. This is, of course, a
mere guess as long as the real function of this structure is not clear.68
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uo

and

For ASokan examples see Hultzsch, LVI: grammar of the edicts, sandhi (a + a > a in compound contact).
PW I, 352, s.v. "l) Teich, See".

ut

A. in participles ending in -na: lagna > lagga, tut(i)ta > tutta, pakva > pakka: Norman (lgg4), 44.
6 To Basant Bidari, HMAS
archaeologist in Lumbini, I owe the information that two (artesian) springs
were discovered during cleaning work a couple of years ago located inside the modern pool constructed
during the "archaeological" work at the beginning of the last century. They may well be the two springs of
the legends said to have been used to bath the new-born Siddhdrtha. They would have provided the pond
with the necessary water, especially in the dry season; see Bidari (2002), lll.
67
See Uesaka (1996), esp. 8 - I l.
68

A block of sand conglomerate (78 cm x 35 cm as described by Pandey (1995), 43; for a photograph see
Bidari (2002),21'7, plate l0l) was found in one of the chambers. This is interpreted by Rijal as the

"auspicious" marker stone of the actual birthplace of the Buddha and as referring to the s-tlauigadabhlcd and
has led to the fanciful construction of an esoteric mandala-like topography for the Sacred Garden in
Lumbinl: see Rimal (1998). The stone with its cavity could have been the basis of the central pole of a

stfrpa,a yaslr(proposal by Dr. Ciippers), placed in one of the chamber-like substructures of anoldstipa,
the mound of which was destroyed. The finding "of the lid of a gold casket of cylindrical type in association
with some charred human bones and other ritual offerings" (Bidari (2002),104, and 215, plates 98) in a
small structure north of the chambers, the sunounding remains and the different archaeological layers up to
the Mdyddevl temple definitely indicate the importance of the spot but due to the degree of destruction from
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As to the question of what was on the top of the capital, fragments of which were
found during the excavations, scholars usually give credence to the statement by Xuanzangthat there was a horse statue on top, which had already fallen down together with the
capital when the pilgrim was there. If there was really an animal figure on top of the
pillar, the question arises why it should have been a horse.6e The assumption that it was
another animal with some symbolic relation to the life of the Buddha centres on the
elephant,To so closely connected with the conception of the Buddha, or the lion - both animals actually found on pillars (Lauriya-Araraj, R[mpDrva, S1flcr, SarnAth). It has, however, to be admitted that from the few small fragments of the Lumbinr animal which have
been found it is impossible to conclude the original shape of the statue. But in terms of
plausibility, even though a horse, the royal animal par excellence'l does not make real
sense as a symbol for the event which took place and the religious personality involved
(the birth of the Buddha Sakyamuni , the stfrpas of Kanakamuni and Krakucchanda).
The occurrence of a horse as one of four animals - horse, bull, elephant, lion - seen on
the abacus of the Sdrnath pillar capital is no counter proof for this assumption. The
Sarnath pillar is an imper4l pillar, the animals on top - lions - and on the pedestal being
imperial / royal symbolsT2. The animal which originally stood on top of the Lumbinr
pillar, and very likely also those on top of the pillars of Nig[ll S[gar and Gotihawa, the
only surviving representatives of "devotional" or "pilgrimage" (dhammayafa) pillars erected by ASoka should have symbolized the event which was thought to have taken place on
the spots where the pillars were erected. The animals which often symbolize a Buddha or
his deeds are naturally the elephantT3 and the lion.7a

the first "excavation" until today it seems almost impossible to draw any definite conclusion from the archaeological situation. I only want to point out that, if there had really existed an ancient stdpa, the topographical and geographical setting - the A6oka pillar being situated at the western side of the stApa - would
be similar to the one found at Gotihawa: compare the maps in Verardi (2002),49 and Bidari (2002), 154.
6e

Doubts were clearly raised by Irvin (1974), 716, note l2: "From the viewpoint of an art historian, and in

the light of everything known about Mauryan art,

I find it difficult to accept

that there was the figure of

a

horse on top." Irvin (1973),710, note 20, emphasizes "that the only animals depicted on'A6okan'pillars

were lion (...), bull and elephant."
ascetic

-

It is also

interesting that the Milinda-paftlm, in the metaphors for an

the Buddha can be seen as the archetype

-

the horse is not mentioned but only the lion, elephant

and bull.

'oCp. Barua's (1990) translation: "The crowning stone-figure of a young elephant ..." (38); he unfortunately does not comment on the philological reasoning whicll led him to this rendering.
" E.g. in the royal consecration ritual, the rijaslya, when a male horse which has roamed freely around the
realm for one year is sacrificed, reminding of the horse depicted on the SS.rndth-abacus (see below).
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Another argument against the horse is that the animals found on top of the pillars (for drawings and
photos see Irvin (1975),631 and 633) - the bull on the REmpiirva-pillar (see Huntington (1985),45b., fig.
4.3.), the elephant of the Sankd5yd, Bodh Gayd pillars and the various lions (Rdmplrva, Vai66ll, Lauriy6Nandangarh, Stundth, Saflchi) - resemble thbse on the abacus of the Sdrndth pillar; an exception is the lion,
shown as majestically walking on the Sarndth abacus while always in a sitting position on top of the pillars
(cp. hvin (1975), fig. 13 - 16). The horse on the Stundth abacus, by contrast, is depicted in a gallop, which
would have been very difficult to capture in stone.
73Cp.
the Dhauli elephant with the A6okan inscription ... sveto lmsti sav(d)lokasukhdharo ndma ("... the
white elephant (who is) indeed the bringer of happiness for the whole world"; cp. Janert (1977),67) and the

Kdlsl elephant with the inscriptional epithet for the Buddha gajatame, "the best of elephants" (Janert,
op.cit., 74 u.75: "der mit den Elefantenbullencharakteristika in hOchstem MaBe Ausgezeichnete" / "the one
best endowed with the marks of an elephant bull"). As already mentioned, an elephant would fit quite well
22

The river which Xuanzang describes as being called the "Oil River,,(you-he
igiEl)
by the local people is identified as the modern small river of Te(i)lar(nadI), whose name
is related to modern Nepali rel (: Skt. taild)]s. This piece of information and
an associated
legend was given to Xuanzang - as he himself states by a local informant;
there is no
trace of this name or this story in Buddhist literature in any language, as
far as I know.
Considering the relative stability of hydronymy in general, kurriurg's river
name is, no
doubt, that of the little stream flowing some distance to the east of Lumbinr
from
northeast to southeast. The natural situation would explain the story about
the river, since
in the months before the monsoon, especially from November to i4arch (the best period
for travelling), the riverbed almost dries out down to the shape and condition of small
ponds. Ftihrer was so excited about this coincidence that he beiame almost
poetic: ,.Even
the 'river of oil' still flows past the ruins ..., the metallic lustre of whose waters gives
it an

oily

appearance."T6

In general it can be said that the archaeological situation in the Sacred Garden
so far
revealed does not, except for the pond and the pillar, allow any clear identification
of the
monuments described by the pilgrim-s. Even the big tree which has
become one of the
attraction points of modern pilgrimsTT definitely doei not stand at the place
where Mayd
was supposed to have grasped the branch when delivering the child, sinie
it is not located
to the north of the pond, as described by the pilgrims, butlo the south.

for Lumbinl, connected as it is with the whole hagiographical context of conception (in
the form of an elephant) and the birth of the Buddha. If Xuanzang did really see fragments
of the statue, which stood originally on the top of the Lumbini pillar, they must have been those of a standing
animal, which almost by
itself excludes the lion, which, as a pillar-crowning animal, is always represented
as sitting. This case of a
"wrongly" described pillar animals is not the only one found in the pilgrims'
reports; the most famous one
being certainly that of the Sdnkdsya pillar, for which Faxian and Xuanzang
not only report a lion instead of

the extant elephant (Irvin (1974), 725, however, thinks that there may
have been another pillar with a lion
on top) but even recount a legend of miraculous events surrounding the lion
statue - most probably a local
legend' Locals may also have been the informants who told Xuanzang
about the (already broken) ,,horse,,
statue in Lumbini.
7a

See

below, p.46.

's Cp. Turner (1966), 340a., no.595g.
7u

Ftihrer (1897),29.
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During my stay in Lumbinl I saw two groups of pilgrims, one from Myanmar and
one from Thailand,
meditating and chanting under the tree.
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3.2. Kapilavastu
The only accountsT8 of Kapilavastu and Lumbinr which we have from Chinese literature
probably earlier than Faxian's report comes from a lost description of foreign regions by
the monk Zhi Sengzai 5figffii with the trtle Waiguo-shi gl@$, "On Foreign Coun'
tries",latel quoted in the Shuijing-zhu (SZ) /(ftSij., the "Annotations to the Water
Classics", written by Li Daoyuan +E7t around 500.7e Given the historical context, I
would say that the text could have been written in the second half of the fourth century,
and may well be connected with the interest which the famous Chinese monk-scholar Shi
Daoan reg3f had in descriptions of India.80It is, in my opinion, quite possible that all
the quotations relating to India were taken by Li Daoyuan from the reports on India compiled by Daoan or his entourage and disseminated as one small encyclopedic work which
included the Faxian-zhuan i*ffi'fg, the Shishi-xiyu-ii tr+Effirfi;ts, "Records of the
Western Regions of Satcya", the work of Zhu Fawei tai*.fi,ff, the already mentioned
Waiguo-shi by Sengzai , the Guangzhi ffifi, "Extended Relations ", by Guo Yigong ffiffi
and the Fuotutiao-zhuan 'f#E;Eig.8' These texts - except for the GFZ - do not necessarily represent pilgrims' or travellers' reports. It is not definitely certain that Zhr
Sengzai was an Indo-Scythian monk, as seems to be indicated by his ethnic name Zhi 9
(or Zhu Fawei was an Indian in views of the cognomen Zhu ry), given that Chinese
monks also took the ethnic name of their teacher when they were ordained, until Shi
Daoan introduced the rule that Chinese monks should all have the cognomen Shi ffi -

ft

Sa*yr."
The SZ passage will be discussed before the main texts of Faxian and Xuanzang are
taken up. It should first be emphasized that the relatively long quotation in the SZ can
hardly be taken as an integral part of text. The way in which it has been incorporated into
the SZ seems to indicate that Zhr Sengzai's descriptions of Kapilavastu and Lumbint were
more extensive in the original. I am quite convinced that there was, for instance, a passage of the text between the descriptions of Kapilavastu and Lumbinl (this latter name is
not even given while it had to be in the original text) which gave the distance and direc-

(liaweiwei frt#!fu) in the Shuijing-2|ru, namelv from
ai*f'ff, but it does not
rhe lost Fuoguo-ji {#EEe, "Recorcls from Buclclttist Countries", of Zhu Fawei

'8 There is another quotation relating to Kapilavastu

strictly contain information, only saying that the kingdom is the place where the Buddha had been born and
that

it "ir tlrc centre of

3000 suns and moons and

of 12000 lteavens and eartl*" (Petech (1950), 40), thus

placing the hometown of the Buddha in the middle of a Buddhist chilliocosm.
" Li Dooyron died 52'7; cp. Petech ( 1950), l. The terminus post quem for the material incorporated into his
commentary is the date of the original "Water Classic", the Shuijing, which is not clear at all: Petech
(loc.cit.), going against the traditional attribution of the work to the Han period, places it within the period

of the Three Kingdoms (sanguo =W;220 -265).
80
The only vague information about the time of Sengzai
Indian word boia,

-

a terminus ad quem

in which he mentions the Jin-dynasty (265

-

-

is his explanation of the

420): cp. Petech ( 1950)i 40.

8'This list excludes the two works on the Khmer kingdom quoted, namely the Funan-zhuan t*ffi(*'
"Account of Funan", a description of Funan (present-day Cambodia) from the 3'd century by the Chinese
envoy Kang Tai ffi# (Petech(1950), 6), and the Funan-ji ffiffiEE, "Record of Funan", written by an Indian
ZfuiZhi trf{ in the second half of the 5'h century (Petech (1950), 7), because these do not describe SouthAsian regions.
82

See

Ziircher (1972), 189.
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tion between these two places;

it

seems that

Li

Daoyuan only skipped this passage

because he had already given these data in his previous quotation of
Faxian,s t.r;.irT;;
passages from the Waiguo'shi84 were very likely inserteJ
between the abridged descrip-

tion of Kapilavastu - or rather of [,rrmbinT: Li Daoyuan makes no real distinction
between
either despite the distance of fitty /l which he quotes correctly from
Faxian - andthe description of the Ramagrama stipa by Faxian. Li Daoyuan quite obviously
became a bit
confused in his attempts, in the passages which he is quoting, to bring
ait the Buddhist
sites stretching from roughly west to east (Saketa Kapilavastu
Lumbinr
- Anom6 Ramagrama) in accord with the flow of the Ganga, which he thinks
flowed north of these
places towards the south-east.
Considering all these facts, it would be an argumentum ex silentio to
claim that
features which are not in this report but are found in the one by
Faxian, as, for instance,
MEy['s pond in Lumbinr, were indeed not present in the timl of Zhi Sengzai,
that is,
shortly before Faxian's visit. All in all, the description given by Zhisengzaiiorroborates
Faxian's description quite well. The region seems to lave been abandoned
during the
time of both visitors' presence.
There is another piece of information which contributes some knowledge
about
Kapilavastu in the period before Sengzai's visit: Sengzai says
that the king of Sihe-tiao fl
iEJ{* sent donations for final work on the restauration of a stupa I of stupas. petech is
cerin suggesting that this Sihe-tiao is a transcription of rsimhadvrpa (Ceylon
/
H=,lr::=i.ct
5rl
LaRka)."'Even if we do not know to which time Sengzai is referring
here, it is interesting to learn that the Ceylonese king was supposed to have
contributed to the preservation of the old Satya capital some tirie before Sengzai's report.
If only a guess, one may
nevertheless assume that it was the Kuslna period, during
which the region was still
highly populated and culturally advanced as far as we know from the
archiological evidences.

In general, as has been already emphasized in the introduction, we cannot
expect the
archaeological situation to parallel the pilgrims' records. Obviously,
a lot of the spots they
were shown by locals were - as rs still the case in modern publicaiions
about Kapilavastu
and with local guides in Tilaurakot projections onto the
site rather than the historical remains they were explained to be. We will never discover the
school house in which the
prince SiddhErtha outdid his co-students and teacher, nor will
we find the bed chamber of
queen Mdya. Thus I will restrict myself to discussing the
most obvious or important issues and the archaeological evidence already brought io light.
If we compare the descriptions of Kapilavastu of paxian and Xuanzang there are a
number of differences, and the question arises where and how
these came about. The explanation that the site had changed in appearance in the
course of two centuries is not
very convincing considering the fact that Xuanzang reports
more detailed than his predecessor. From the archaeological evidence and from
the pilgrim's report - we know
that Kapilavastu / Tilaurakot was still inhabited in the Kusana period,
but became more
83

Petech (1950),32.

8'And

the following one by Zhu Fawei (Petech (1950),40); after this quotation
comes a passage from the
Funan-zlruan' which does not at all fit into the geographical sequence, giving
as it does information

about

India's greatness and size (Petech (1950),40f.). This insertion was probably
motivated by zhuFawei,s assertion' that Kapilavastu was the very centre of the cosmos, and so also
the centre of India proper.
85
Petech, 34, who conectly reconstructs a Praklit form. I would, however,
tend to read *stha-diva instead
of his *SIhadiu (EMC
from
the
Chinese
rendering
the details of which form I cannot discuss
"sr-xa-clew)
here in length.
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and more deserted during and after the Gupta period.86It is not likely that there was a lot
more to be seen in situ than in Faxian's time, or that local guides or the few local monks

could show Xuanzangand tell him about more than reconstructed spots from the legends.
There is textual evidence for the supposition that what Xuanzang described in his
work was indeed what was supposed to be there according to the Buddhist texts rather
than what was actually there: the sequence of places where the important episodes of the
Buddha's life should have unfolded jumps back and forth in terms of topographical and
biographical details (see sketch): running parallel with Faxian's report, it starts in the
centre of the city with the palace of Suddhodana, Maya's bedchamber and the conception
of the Bodhisattva, then proceeds to the north-east of the city, to the site of Asita's prophecy; the tour then goes to the south of the city, to the venue of the sporting contest
among the S[kya and the episode involving the dead elephant outside of the southern
gate, while the bedchamber of YaSodhard and Rahula must have been near the palace, and
the prince's schoolroom inside the southern city walls. The scene of the Great Departure
is located at the south-east corner of the city, and Xuanzang then goes on to report on the
four famous drives out of the four city gates. This description of Kapilavastu is suddenly
intem;pted by a description of the stupa and city of the Buddha Krakucchanda and of the
Buddha Kanakamuni, after which it jumps to the site of the first meditation, 40 li to the
north-east of the city! From there the description goes to the north-west of the city, to the
place where Vir[dhaka slaughtered the Sakya, while to the south-west of this site (west of
the city?) is where the four Sat<ya repulsed Vir[dhaka's army. Then we find ourselves
again south of the city, at the Nyagrodhar6ma, where the Buddha met his father, and
where Gautaml Mah[prajdpatT gave the golden garment to the Buddha. The next station is
inside the eastern gate, where the prince practised his skills (?), and then outside the gate
at the deva temple. Next the pilgrims leads us again to the south of the city where the
arrow-shooting competition took place, and finally the route to Lumbinr is given from the
"arrow spring" - not directly from Kapilavastu, as in Faxian's report.S7 Altogether, Xuanzang's description appears to be rather confused and confusing, following neither an
actual pigrimage route nor the straightforward temporal sequence of events in the
Buddha's life. This is the more astonishing as Xuanzang's description of Lumbinl
actually observes the topographical logic of a pradaksinf (see sketch).
Faxian's description of Kapilavastu, on the other hand, while often jumping forth and
back in terms of the narrative flow of the Buddha's biography, seems to follow an inner
logic which is more connected with the actual topographical location of the sites, despite
the fact that or precisely because he does not give directions or distances. It seems to me
that he is performing a kind of circumambulation, a pradaksini', starting from the centre
of the city (the supposed palace of Suddhodana and the conception of the Buddha in the
form of an elephant), and moving in a spiral-shaped arc to outside of the city and around
the ramparts. The tour first leaves the city through the eastern gate, where the prince had
seen the sick man and later left home on his Great Departure. The prophecy of Asita
would then have been outside of the eastern gate, and so near Xuanzang's deva temp1e.88

8u

The same can be said, by the way, of Tilaurakot's rival Ganw6ria.

t' On" .uy

wonder

if

there was any road leading through the jungle from the "arrow spring" in a north-

eastern direction to Lumbinl.
t8

The idea in both cases - geographically speaking quite natural - was that the newly born prince entered
the city through the eastern gate, coming from LumbinI. Xuanzang's localization of the meeting between
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The tour then turned to the south, to the southern gate, where the
episode with the elephant had occurred. This is also, topographically, the correct place
for the shootingcompetition. Further to the south there was the meeting with the Buddha's
father after his
enlightenment - the site of the Nyagrodhdrama ih. .onr..sion
of
tt.
Satyu urJ
Gautamr MahdprajEpatl's presentation of the golden kasdya. Continuing
on to the western
-of
side of the city, the pilgrim reached the scene of Vir[dhaka's
massa.r.
the Sakya to the
north-west of the city and finally, at some distance to the north-east,
the place of the first
meditation under the jambu tree.se
The stupa commemorating of the first meditation of the Bodhisattva
under the rose
apple tree Qambu) is described by both pilgrims. The location is,
however, not clear at all:
Xuanzang locates it 40 li to the north-east of Kapilavastu, which
seems quite far away but
which, in terms of direction, corresponds quite well to where the episode
figures in
Faxian's posited pradaksind, again somewhere to the north-east
of Kapilavastu (cp.
sketch), but there is noarchaeological evidence which would
enable us to l,ocate the spot
of the first meditation.eu The place was, however, definitely a station
in the old pilgrimage
route around Kapilavastu, marking as it did such an important
event in the life of the
Buddha' his first determination to abandon the u,orld.er The motive
also is found in early
Indian Buddhist art.e2
There is still one other piece of information about Kapilavastu
to be gained from the
shishi-xiyu!, ffi,ft814;=f, the "Records of the Buddhist western Regiois,,e3:
in the SZ
we hear about the location Suddhodana's receiving the child
after it was brought back
from Lumbinr:

The Shishi-xiyu-ji says thar three

/i to the north of the city, by the river

Ganges, there is the spot where the father king accepted
the Buddha (as his
son)' They have built a stlpa and placed in it an image of the
father clasping
the Buddha to his bosom. ea

Suddhodana and Asita seems to indicate that the prophecy
of Asita was supposed to have been uttered to
the north-east of the city, given that the sage was coming from
the mountains in the north.
8e
It would then be understandable why the pilgrim did not mention the twin
s/rpas (see below) located
some distance north of the ramparts.
e0The
otherwise over eager and pretentious Mukherji ((1901), 137) had
problems himself identifying the
spot' He may, however' be right that the spot should be sought
at the bank of the river Jamw6r, which flows
southward some two kilometres east of Tilaurakot, and whose
name is

certainly derived - as Mukherji had
already stated (he had even presupposed that the exact locarion
should be the village of Jadi) - from skt.
iambu, Nep. ja-ma (Turner (1966), 283a., no.5l3l, s.v. jambi-) : ,,Skt. jambu-vari,.,rhe water,
i.e.: river of
the Jambu(-tree)".

er
e2

schlingloff (2000), vol.l, 53: "... das Schli.isselerlebnis, das den Bodhisatva
zur welrflucht bewegte (...).,,
Schlingloff (ZOOO), 42-54.

e3

Petech, 5, translates the title as Recorcls of tlte western Countries
by a Buddlist Monkand states correctly
that the work was "a compilation and not a travel account". This
is one of the reasons that I render shishias an attributive to 'xiyu.In my opinion it is still possible,
despite Petech's dismissal of this theory, that the
work is identical with the famous 4th century Chinese Buddhist master
Daoan's lost xiyu-zlri, ,.Memoirs of
tlte Western Regions", or at least close to it in terms of content.
eo
Petech, 33 (with a slight modification); .-E,lEzJ<t ,
, (F,R+El#lL.

,,tffr{trffi,

tion of the SZ

l,

12, line 3).

I follow

ifi?El

(used edi_

the edition's correcrion of the impossibte ,F{ffit1{ffi2*" (..... (they)

have made an image of the Buddha embracing the Buddha.',) in the last
phrase.
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This information is at least coroborated by one early Chinese vita, the Xiuxingbenqi-jing l6t1^ffi{# (T.184), said to be translated by the early translators Zhu Dali e
ti and Kang Menxiang ffiffi;#, in which the return of M[y[ and the new-born child is
described as follows:

Lady (Maya) embraced the prince, mounted the dragon-car and, accompanied
by flags and musicians, returned to the palace. When the king heard about the
birth of the prince, (his) heart leaped for joy and he went out (of the city) wirh
a great number - hundreds of - officials, ministers, brahmacarin, householders, guildmasters and fortune-tellers. (When) the feet of the horse of the
king touched the ground five hundred (times the footprints) were hidden,
(but) the (footprints) appeared at once; (it was like a) successful crossing of
the sea. At that time the brahmacdrin (and) fortune-tellers arrived and
gathered, hailed (the child) and gave a name ro the prince: (he) was called
Siddhdrtha (Xida) - in chinese (this means) 'fortune-luck'. (when) rhe king
saw Sakra, Brahma, the four (heavenly) kings, all the gods, nagas, and
celestial beings filling the air, his heart (became) humble and solemn, (and)
without knowing it he descended from his horse and greeted the prince. At
that time (they) had not yet arrived at the city gate.es
According to this tradition, King Suddhodana obviously was thought to have met his
wife and his son outside of Kapilavastu, whereas the other traditions - as seen in Xuanzang's report - suggest that he went directly to Lumbinr to receive his new-born son.e6
About one half kilometre north of the northern ramparts of Kapilavastu / Tilaurakot,
excavations have brought to light an interesting pair of so-called "twin stfipas", to the
north of Kapilavastu / Tilaurakot, the smaller one north-north-east of the bigger one. Both
stupas originally lay closer to the river than today, the Bangangd having changed its riverbed further to the north. These monuments were called by Rijat - quite deliberately and
without any reference and substancialization to sources - the stupas of Suddhodana and
MEya, the st1pas of the parents of Siddhartha.eT
On the basis of textual sollrces I would suggest another explanation for these monuments: if we can credit the Shishi-xiyu-ji with any reliability - even admitted that the indicated distance of 3 ii from the city is too far -, these two sthpas may well be at the place
where the father Suddhodana received the baby Siddhlrtha, after it had been been brought
back from Lumbinr. The relative position of the smaller stupa to the bigger one - to the
northeast - leads to the supposition that it was meant to symbolize the baby Siddhdrtha

+E^+. *^EEH" frEffi{t*. Efft)EH. EHzt++" ,L,jEEffi. EFgAt
&tr8*+trtrfrE*E#fHHfi.'f^E,flfriE"
^
{,E,Efiffi'U. Etr{tffi" -H+eE,t" i€fi@tlj. rtB+F
Etrffi,rEHffi" *{6Hffi. E[atr-. afffiffiEi€EH/H" rEf#trrqr;fix6E,riF6miffiE+. 6(,1,m
ft. T;ftT,Effilr+. E+XE,,iF5"
"r.r84.463c.20rr.

'u

S.. ..g. the late (Song period) Guoqu-xianzai-yinguo-ji"S ffi*rfltr1ffiRf;S, T.189.626a.4f

.

"

Rilal (1996), 33f. Besides the weak point that there is no textual evidence for such monuments -there are
no further details about a "local version that the larger stupa is dedicated to King Suddhodana and the
smaller one ... to Queen Mayadevi" (33) -, there is no reason why Suddhodana and M6yd should have
received a memorial stal;a outside

of Kapilavastu, especially considering the fact that Mdyd did not play

any tole in the legends sunounding the youth of Siddhdrtha after his birth and her subsequent death. For a
short archaeological description of the srrpas see Verardi (2002),26.
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having been brought from Lumbinr from the east through the northern gate, while
the
bigger one, closer to the northern side of the old city should represent the father receiving
his new-born son.'8

3.3. The Piprahvd "case"

As already indicated in the introduction, the archaeological area west of Lumbinr,
containing the candidates for the ancient Kapilavastu has noticeably suffered
from
disputes which have nothing to do with scientific objectivity but u.. ,uih.,
fueled by an

unnecessary urge to gain national honour.

Unfortunately, instead of examining the sites directly, Western scholars tend
to trust
more the inscriptional evidence, and the archaeologically better work done,
in piprahw6
than in Tilaurakot. H[rtel, though hesitantly, seems io favour Ganwdria:

After all, it is still not possible to identify Kapilavastu with one of the two
places [Tilaurakot and Piprahwl] conclusively. But whoever can part
with the
false picture in our imagination produced by the glorious descriitions in
the
Buddhist texts, viz. of Kapilavastu as a large ciiy with defenci walls, city
gates and palaces, he will find that the tract of land around Ganwaria
and
Pipr[hwa is fitting better to the reports of the Chinese pilgrims. If after
a
thorough study and consideration of the points mentioned above the sealings
and the inscription of the vessel prove to be flawless, then Ganwaria would
be
the place of my choice."
And for the American epigraphist R. Salomon the matter seems to be settled
by the

evidence of the inscriptions only:

More recently, the nearby [referring to Lumbinl] site of Pipr6w5 has been definitively identified by K. M. Srivastava with the Kapilavastu of Buddhist
tradition on the grounds of numerous inscriptions found there on seals and
on
a pot which contain the name Kapilavastu.l00

'8

I

am aware that

memorial

it will

be immediately objected that the father could never have received a bigger

frpa than his Buddha-ro-be son, but I am not so sure if this objection
is valid
more popular and "realistic" than "docetic" view towards the erection
of memorial
st

if

we assume

a

stdpasfor the relatively
early period to which both stupas obviously belong. In Gandhdra art we find
depictions of the scene where a
figure which is probably the father Suddhodana is sitting on a horse and
thus depicted clearly bigger than

the arriving mother and her baby.
ee

Hartel (1991), 80; this carefully argued and highly convincing opinion
seems ro have been accepred by
most scholars now; cp.e.g.Klimburg-salter (1995),234: "Dieses Reliquiar
har gemeinsam mit

einigen
anderen archiiologischen Funden, von denen Pepp6 und Mukherji berichten,
die Annahme bestiirkt, daB
Piprrhwd mit Kapilavastu gleichzusetzen sei, wo Sakyamuni lebte. Dariiber
hinaus entspricht

die Lage des
Fundorts der relativen Distanz zwischen Kapilavastu und Lumbinl (...), wie sie
einem Bericht des chinesischen Pilgers Faxian zu entnehmen ist. Erst zukiinftige Ausgrabungen werden
uns ermoglichen,
prazisere

Aussagen hinsichtlich der Interpretation dieser bedeutenden Fundstiitte zu machen.',
'm Salomon (1998), 250. Salomon, an experienced epigraphist, has quite obviously not
graphs

consulted the photo-

in Srivasta's publications; otherwise he would have come forward with some questions about
29

the

The history - one is inclined to say: the "sad" story - of the archaeological site of
Piprdhwi is well known,r0r but it may be helpful to give some of the details before going
on to discuss the interpretation of the site. It was in 1896, when the English landlord of
the region, W. C. Pepp6, opened the stupa mound of Pipr[hwd, that the first evidence of
the site's connection with the Buddha a^nd the Satya came to light. Pepp6 found a relic
casket made of polished soapstone.'o' The lid of the casket has an inscription of
characters in BrahmI script in a not very elaborate graffiti-like style. The inscription
reads:

iyaqn

sa

lil a nidha ne budha s a bhaga ua te Sakiya na m sukiti bha tin a m sabha ga-

nikanam saputadalanam

"This is a receptacle of the relics of the venerable Buddha (donated) by the
pious Sakya brothers together with their sisters, sons (and) wives.,'

As my intelpretation and translation differ in some minor points from the interpretations made by several scholars during the hundred years of research history,l03 some
are called for explanations: First I do not think that sukiti has to be taken as a personal
name (SzkIrt|oa1, as is usually done. Rather I find it natural that the word should be an

evidence. In his popular books on the historical Buddha, the German Indologist Hans Wolfgang Schumann
popularizes the "harmonized" opinion that the "original" Kapilavastu (Kapilavatthu I) is Tilaurakot, while

Pipr6hwii would be the Kapilavastu (Kapilavauhu II) rebuilt afrer the massacre of the Sakyas by King
Viriidhaka: (1988), 27ff ., and (1992) 43f. M.E. Aitken's pilgrimage "anthology" (l995), 39ff. leaves the
question open, only showing pictures

-

of

-

the st dpa of.PiprdhwE (photos on pp.40 and 45). On an undecided

position see also Majupurias / Majupurias (1993), 54ff. (Tilaurakot), and 203ff. (Piprahwa).
'0' For an overview see Srivastava (1986a), Vii ff.; Srivasrava (1996)lgff.
r@

A fine photograph of the casket, which is now in the Indian Museum in Calcutta, is published in
Klimburg-Salter (1995),62 (no.2; description on p.234). According to yamamoro (1990), 31, the relics
(the bones?) in the casket were donated by the Government of India to the Kingdom of Thailand, but part
of
the relics are said to be enshrined in the "Memorial Hall of the Great Tokyo Earthquake" (Tdt<ydshinsai-

kinen-da HHEitf;dftS) in Tokyo. According to Srivastava's lengthy description of the whole procedure, (1986b), 101ff., the relics were given to Sri LankE in April 1978; see also the news article by
Mutukumara which may also be read as a support for Piprdhwd as Kapilavastu in the light of the cover
stories on the latest excavations in Tilaurakot by the British archaeologist Coningham (see above, note

and

l7

1.8).

Probably most widely known is the version found in Lamotte's " Histoire ... ", ( 1958), 35 l, who seems to
follow Biihler's opinion and translation in describing the inscription as "pr6aSok6en": "Ce dep6t de reliques
du bienheureux Buddha [de Ia race] des Sakya est fl'euvre pieuse] de Sukiti et de ses frdres, avec ses
sGurs, leurs fils et leurs femmes". For an overview and a not very inspiring discussion of the different
'03

-

-

interpretations see Srivastava (1986a), 32f. and 56 - 60. As the inscription is written on the lid circularly, it
could be theoretically read in at least two different versions, depending on where the beginning of the

it is now generally accepted that the inscription starts with "iyam salilanidhane
Budhasa ... ", J. F. Fleet being the only exception in having it start wirh "sukitiblwtinam... " (strangely
enough, Srivastava (1986a), 32, adopts this version, although he objects to Fleet's interpretation; see ibid.,
phrase is set; however,

58 and 60).
r%

Srivastava (1986b), 55, rakes it as an epithet ofthe Buddha.
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attribute to the following bhatinam, meaning "virtuous, pious" : Skt. sukrti(n), which is
often used in Buddhist literature.
Btihler, who read and translated the inscription first, thought that it was evidence for
pre-Mauryan writing in India, shifting the date of the inscription back to a period shortly
after the nirvdna of the Buddha. The current opinio communis, however, based on epigraphical and contextual argumentation, is that the inscription can not be pre-Mauryanlo5
but rather dates from a subsequent period.106This must te seen against the backdiop of
phenomena of which the flourishing relic cult and "business" of the Middle Ages would
be a good example. It is very common that relics were postdated one could say:
"fabricated" - to a period later than the supposedly original date in order to create a
sacred topography / geography and, not least, for economic reasons.
In the case of Piprahwa, the question of the legitimation of the saigha around the
stipa as the ttue saigha of the Sakyas of Kapilavastu was certainly a crucial motive for
coming forward with "hardware-evidence".l07 A final clue as to the age of the bone relics
contained in the casket could only be achiqved by modern scientific dating (C-14;,r08
but
this would not necessarily change the dating of the casket and its inscrif,tion to a later
period.
Excavations in Piprahwa were resumed by K. M. Srivastava, the superintending archaeologist of the Indian Archaeological Survey in the Patna Circle,roefiom 1971 oi.tto
In the matn stfrpa of Pipr[hwa, Srivastava and his team found other relic caskets, containing bones and embedded in a coffer below the level of the Pepp6 vase.lt'Srivastaua
extended his excavations to the site of Ganwdria, south-west of Piprahwa (see below)
all of which he claimed to be the old city of Kapilavastu.
The most striking evidence for the two Indian sites Piprlhwa and Ganwdria being
Kapilavastu were found in the monastic. complexes in Piprahwa by Srivastava in March
I973tt2: these were terracotta sealingsr't b.uiing the narie of the Buddha's hometown,
r05

Upasak ( I 960), I 74f., argues that the inscription could have been made by a scribe
of ASoka before the
latter's visit to the stfrpa of Konakamuni (Nigali Sagar inscription) and ro Lumbini, but this is,
of course,

pure guesswork, and the fact that the aksaras are only "slightly scratched" (p.114)
and ..not properly engraved" (p.175) should already have led Upasak to a conclusion like Dani's, (1986),56: .,The
sryle of
writing is very poor, and there is nothing in it that speaks of the hand of the ASokan scribes.',
106

Dani (1986)' 56: "earlier half of the second century"; referring to Dani's dating and is adding
archaeological arguments, such as the form and material of the casket and its contents, Htirtel (lggl/lgg2),75,
states:
107

"In my opinion, this is the earliest

See already Hiirrel

date possible at all for the pipr6hw6 vase."

(tggt/lgg2),76.

'0' Giuen the well-known problem that the C- l4 method has a dating problem exactly for the period of the
Buddha's presumed lifetime - see Verardi (2002),24 and 28ff.
-, it is somewhat srrange that Srivasrava
(1996),25' is able to date his layers by this method in relatively exact terms, such
as *2360 t 100 = 410
8.C." and "2320 + 100 = 370 B.C.", or "2230 + 130 = 280 B.C.", based on chaned rice from charcoal
samples.

'*

S.irasraua (1996), Vii.
"0 For a preliminary report see Srivastava (1986a), and for a full report, Srivastava (1996).
"r Srivasrara (1986b), 33ff. and 46; (1996),26 and,2g.
ll2
Srivastava (1986a), x; a rather dramatic description
- in pious Vaisnava undertones and with personal
complaints about his treatment by the Department of Archaeology
- of the excavation and surrounding
circumstances is given in srivastava (1986b); on the sealings esp. p. 57ff.
r13

Two seals were found in Ganwtuia (1986a, 82); atl the sealings came to light in the monastic complexes
of Piprdhw6(1986a, 83). The identifications of the "inscriptions" on rhe seals, described as being in
3'l

Kapilavastu, which in Srivastava's view "must be treated as an epochmaking discovery in
the ancient history of India, primarily because they have settled the preciie location of
Kapilavastu, which had been eluding the archaeologists since long."l14The seals are, according to Srivastava, mainly to be dated tb the period of the Kusana, on epigraphical evidence. Of 77 sealings found. around the mound of Piprflhwa, 63 refer to monasiic institutions and 14 to individuals.lls The prototypes of the inscriptions read, according to Srivastava: 1' Omrr6 Devaputra Vihare Kapilavastu Bhikhu Sanghasa (22 cases) 2. Maha
Kapilavastu Bhiksu sanghasa (13 cases) 3. chu(- - - - -) traya Bhiksu sanghasa (5
cases).ll7As long as there is no better documentation and a careful epigraphic reading,
they m3Y be tentati^vely translated as: 1. "(Om.) In the monastery of the ,son of the
gods"'o to 1or: o0t'' the monks' community of Kapilavastu." 2.*To (or: of) the monks,
community of Great Kapilavastu" 3. "To (or: of) the monks, community of NN.,,r20
The interpretation of the legends on the sealings given by Srivastava is not conclusive
in my opinion. It is true that one infutable proof the identification of Kapilavasru would
be inscriptional evidence ideally found on a large artifact in situ, such as a statue
or even
a pillar, which are not so easily movable as sealings; but it is also true that
the monastic
sealings mention the bhiksusaigha of Kapilavastu and not merely the city or
town of this
Chinese, or South-Chinese Nasi (= Naxi) script, which only was developed in a far later
period (after 1300),

(1986a' 82t. / 1996,83, Plate XLVI.C), according to an Indian scholar (S.
Malayandi), are, even
luctantly brought forward by Srivastava, without foundation. Even more inacceptable is

if

re-

the vague conjecture that the so-called Chinese inscription may bear the name of Faxian's travel
companion Daozheng EH,
given as Tao-Chang, Tao-Ching, or Tor-Chung (1996).
Ira
Srivastava (1996), 80.
I rs

Srivasrava (1986a), 82; (1996), 95.
116Hefiel

(lgglllgg2),78,

points out that the syllable om is crucially posrGupta and rhus does not go
together with the dating of the sealings as Kusdna.
rr7
Srivastava (1986a), 83. It is deplorable that Srivastava has nor * e-r'en in (1996), plates
XLVII - LII come up with better photographs or rubbings in his publication (for me only the
aksaras ka-pi-la-va-

are

clearly readable in the second line of the sealings, but an epigraphist could probably
do better). Srivastava,s
transcriptions are made in a very unsatisfactory and unscientifrc way, lacking, for
example, spaces between
the aksaras that indicate word borders and diacritical specifications such
as vowel length , anusvdra(rz), the
class of nasal (ri in sangha?) and the different classes of the sybillanrs (r,
.i s). The drawings on pp. g9ff. are
of no help, and are unfortunately only done for class 2 (see above), while drawings of sealings of class
l,
bearing the crucial name Kapilavastu, are missing a fact which is the more strange because,
according to
Srivastava, most of them are clearly readable (p. 95). so the statement made
by Hiirtel (lggl/lgg2),7g: ,.An
exhaustive study and publication by a renowned epigraphist, done at the hand
of the originals is still
wanting." is still valid.

rrsAccording

to Hdrtel (lg9llrg92),78, devaputra would refer to the Kusana king Huviska. Srivastava
(1996)' 89, however, seems to think that this is not the title of the royal
ddnapati of the monastery /
monasteries, a Kusf,na-king (Kaniska or Huviska), but obviously to shift back
the history of the sites
title of the Buddha, for which there is no proof whatsoever from literature or epigraphy;
in fact

-

the

it is a word

for the (minor) gods (laukika-clevatd;

see Mahavyutpatti 3136 - 313g, ed. Sakaki).
The meaning of sanglnsa (Skl.. saighasya) depends on the function of this genitive being
taken as either
a genitive possessivus or as a genitive-dative. Philologically, the readings of Srivastava
raise problems: it is
not clear why the Prakrit form sanglm.ra appears together with a Sanskritizecl form bhiksu, rather
than the

r'e

Prakrit-form bhikhu, which occurs in some of the other inscriptions.
120
'-"
-,I he proper name could also be taken as separate from the genitive, as referring to
the donator (ddnapati)
connected with the sealing: "NN. (gives) to the monks' community',.
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name. The monasteries

built at a more or less distant place from the city of Kapilavastu
around the most important stfrpa in the area, the Mah6parinirvdr,ra st1pa of the Sakya,
which the stupa of Piprlhwa very probably was nieant to represent, would quite naturally
call themselves "(great) sangha of Kapilavastu" (kapilavastu-mahdsangha) because of the
fame of the Buddha's native town.
This also raises the question of the site of Ganwf,ria being the ancient Kapilavastu a
claim brought forward by Srivastava, and also favoured by Hartel, as we have seen above.
The site of Ganwiria lies about one kilometre to the south-west of piprdhwa.lzl The excavation has brought to light several structures. Srivastava explains them as remains of an
old settlement,"'but if one has a closer look at the ground-plan of the complexesl23 and
compares it with the ones from Piprahwd (and even with the one of the so-"ull"d ,.king,s
palace" in Tilaurakot''o) - which is also supported by the evidence of the site as it has
been preserved by the Archaeological Survey - it is clear that the structures are
monasteries with their typical courtyard-oriented cellsl2s rather than houses or even a
palace.r26 The site (ca. 6b m x 50 m) is definitely too small for even a Kapilavastu

r2rSeethemapinSrivastava(1986a),44/(1996),2T,anddescriprion(1986a),66tt./(1996),55.
Srivastava (1996), 55ff.: "Chapter II - Excavation at Ganwaria The Town Complex,,.
Srivastava (1986a), 63. There are two main complexes, one to the west, called by Srivastava
the ,,larger
structural complex" (plan (1986a), between 66 and 67 I (1996),59 and secrion plan between
60 and 6l), and
one to the east of the former, called "smaller structural complex" (1996,62). The terminology
of Srivastava
'22 See
123

ts misleading: the same types of archaeological monuments which he calls "structural complex,, in
Ganwdria are called "monasteries" in Piprdhwa. As for an "unidentified massive structure" (l9g6a,7jff
.;
1996,76) - mainly belonging to a phase V (1996,79) which should be post-Kusana (see the periodization
on p' 56, where Period IV is Kusdna but no Period V is found, and also the one on p. 63)
- Srivastava pro-

poses that this may be the school which Xuanzang describes to the south-east
of the royal palace in Kapilavastu ( 1986a,79' and plan 66 I 67 I 1996,79): "The exact purpose of rhe srrucrure
could not be established.

No doubt the location of the school mentioned by the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang in his travel
documents
fits in well with this structure, it is premature to declare the purpose of the structure with certainty."
Here
we have a clear example of the typically distorted and suggestive way conclusions have
been drawn from
archaeological remains both in PiprEhw6 / Ganw6ria and Tilaurakot: whenever some structure
is excavated,
an identification with some building mentioned by Xuanzang is immediately made. This case is
even

worse
because there was definitely no such school house in Kapilavastu, which can also be
seen from Faxian's
report; Xuanzang, as often in other cases, projects the literary evidence of the Buddha's vita
onto the site.
One vita (l,alitavistara) describes the little Siddhartha having masrered all kinds of scriptures
which did not
exist in pre-Mauryan times or for a considerable time after this period.
t'o
Cp.
Rijal (1996), plate and photos on p. 46 - 4g.

t2'It is".g.
not intelligible that Srivastava insists on describing what are evidently monastic sites vaguely

as

"sffuctural complexes," even if he did find a "unique terracotta image of Buddha" of the KusEna period
in a
room opposite to the main entrance: Srivastava (1996),72, description 183 and 217 (no.lO44).
His statement: "The religious zealhad its influence on the town site of Kapilavastu as well. Besides raising
structures over the earlier ones, the Kushana kings built four main shrines" is obviously meant to explain
why
we find religious structures such as "shrines" in a "city". The other terracottas, including a Buddha
statue or
parts of it (1996' 2l6tt., Plates Lxxxvi - Lxxxix), would also tend to indicate the monastic
character of both
complexes, Piprlhw[ and Ganw6ria.

r26This

se€ms to have even been accepted by Hiirtel
monastic character spread over a large area".
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(lggltlgg2),79, who

speaks

of ,.structures of

no

stripped of the mythical size described in Buddhist literature.'"On" could add to the
in defence of Tilaurakol = Kapilavastu,
at a deplorably high propagandistic pitch, the following points with respect to the
pilgrims' report: if Ganwaria were the Kapilavastu of the Chinese, then why do they not
mention the huge stupa of Piprahwa, which would have been too close to ancient Kapilavastu (=Qanwlria) to have been overseen by theml2S? What are we to make of the conspicious stupa and the ASokan pillar of the Buddha Krakucchanda and - one could add that of the Buddha Konakamuni (said in the inscription of Nig[li Sagar to be located in
the area), all of which are north of Ganwdria instead of south, in contradiction to the pilgrims' records and the evidence of the pillars of Gotihawa and Nigali Sagar?
It is undisputably clear that the stupa at Piprlhwa must have marked a sacred place
and itself been a special object of worship. It is also clear from the vase inscription that it
was closely connected with the Sat<yas. The stupa of Piprahwa was indeed, as the inscribed relic casket seems to imply (whatever the right reading of the inscription is), the
Mahdparinirvana-stupa which the Sakyas are said to have erected over the eighth part of
the relics (iar-tra) of the Buddha they received from the Brahmin Drona after the cremation.r2eI tend to assume that the stipa was erected towards the southern border of what
was believed to be the Sakya kingdom. The edifice would then have been where a stupa
of the relics of the Buddha was supposed to be according to the Mahiparinirvanasitra:
near or beside a crossroad or intersection of two main roads.l30 One of these roads may
arguments brought forward by Nepalese scholars

r2'Cp. the ground
covered by the stipa, the big eastern monastery, the northeln monastely and the southern
monastery + votive stupa at Pipr1hwI, in all ca. 100 m x 100 m.
'" A similar question could, of course, also be posed for Kapilavastu = Tilaurakot: why do Xuanzang and
Faxian not mention such a monument? A possible answer is that there was no slapa pointed out to them

as

being the stupa wilh the Buddha's relics, the st 1pa of Piprdhwl having already been abandoned at that time.

'"

See Verardi (2002), 26a.

I

give the best preserved version of the relevant passage in the Sanskrit

MahdparinirvanasAil'a (Waldschmidt

( 1950/195

l),

446): sapomam bhigam kapilavastauydnim

iikyinim

anuprayaccltati ysr. kipilavistauyih iikyih ktpilavastuni bhagavatam iaru'astlpam pratisthipayanti
pArvauad yauat p1jayanti ("(Drona) gave the seventh part (of the relics) to the Sakyas o1'Kapilavastu; the
Sakyas from Kapilavastu erected over

it in Kapilavastv

a stlpa for the relics

of the Venerable One (and)

venerated (it) as described before (i.e.: in case of the other recipients).") The locative kapilavastuni is here

not to be taken in too naffow a sense and lef'ers rather to the kingdom of the Sekya; the uncertainty about
the place-names in the Sanskrit text and their con'esponding sites can be seen from the mcchanical treatment of all the names as cities, such "wrong" ftlrms as Ramagramaka (against Pali Ramagdma) from the
adjective rnjag'dmryaka, and the fact that kingdom and city are distinguished in the case of Magadha and
Rdjagrha. Neither the Tibetan nor Chinese parallel texts rendel' this locative. The Sanskrit-Sondertext I,
"Der Buddha preist die Verehrungswiirdigkeit seiner Reliquien" (,,The Buddha praises the venerability of
his relics", Waldschmidt (1950/ l95l),423) exemplifies the tendency to be as concretc as possible about
the foundation of that

stipaby putting a prophecy into the mouth of the Buddha. in this

case about the

erection of the eight stupasby individual persons, an act ascribed to a person whose name Waldschmidt
reconstructs as (Supra)buddha (according to Waldschmidt, note 3, the blother-in-law of the Buddha).

t'oMPS 36,7 (Waldschmiclt (1950/1951),360):
... tenyasthtni sauvarne kumbhe pra(kipya sauuarnydm
iivikdydm iropya caturmaltApathe iaru'astApah pratisthipyale. ... ("... these bones be put into a golden

will be set on a golden bier, (and) a st[pa fol the relics will be erected at (a place where) four
big roads (meet). ..."). The crossroad is mentioned in all versions: Pdli: catummaltapalre Tibetan: lam-po
clrc'i bZi mdor("intersection of foul big roads"; Waldschmidt (1950/1951), 361), Chin.: e.g. Clrung'ahanjins R!1d'[fi I Dtrghdgama,T.l.20b.2f .... ,'tl4?EiErtgilffiffi ("... at (places where) four intersectional
vessel, which
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have been the old northern trade router3lleading from R[jag,rha via pataliputra (in the
times of the Buddha: Pataligrama), VaiSall and Ku5inagara to Sravastr, southand running
parallel the Sivalikh Mountains. The other road could have been a minor road coming
down from Kapilavastu that may have gone furt!^er eastwards to R6magr6ma, the capital
of the Kraudyas, passing through Lumbinr (!)r32 and probably leading to cities in ttre
south-west, such as the famous and ancient Ayodhyl (near present-day Faizabad),I33
Kausambl (present-day Kosam) or var6lasl (KasI, present-day Benares).
This identification of the stOpa would explain why the place was so highly venerated
and quite obviously had turned into a pilgrimage site with a full-fledged monastic and,
to
a lesser degree, secular infrastructure, as the archaeologicai remains of pipr6hw6 and

Ganwaria seem to indicate. The large quantity of sealings bearing the name of
Kapilavastu are easily understandable given the proximity of the old Sat ya capital, and
the fact that a saigha legitimately carying on the legacy of the Sat<ya clan were, according to one of the last instructions of the Buddha, to have several privileges compared
with other members of the order.'3oThe sealings bearing the title of a Kus6na ruler
roads (meet) they erect stupas."; see Waldschmidt (1944 I 48),314f.), so that
must be seen as an important
element in the process from an early time on. Only Faxian's translation differs in its view
that the sr1pa

should be erected on the spot of the cremation (Waldschmidt (1944 I 48,315), which is
contradicted,
however, by what actually happens Iater in the s1u'a when the relics are distributed. The
custom may have
been pre-Buddhist: see lrvin (1973), j 11 .

r3rOn

the economic, cultural and political meaning of this route see Irvin (1973), 7lgf.;
see also RhysDavids (1903), 103; Schneider (1987), 32f. on his last journey to the north the Buddha
originally intended
obviously to reach his hometown Kapilavastu over this very road; see Waldschmidt (1944),
337, and
Schneider (1987), 34. The route is described in canonical texts (Vinaya, Suttanipata)
as running from
Sravasti through Kapilavastu and then to the south towards KuSinagara, VaiSdlI, etc.
I do not think that this
need necessarily be taken literally. Kapilavastu, for the sake of compatibility between
profane (trade route)
and sacred geography (the route which the Buddha travelled), had to be directly
incorporated into the list.
The road may well have passed south of the Sakya capital, a course more natural
than making the detour to
the north, to Kapilavastu. The fact that the area around Kapilavastu, Lumbini and
Rdmagrama - today,s
Southern Tarai - became so isolated after the Kusdna perrod in the time of the pilgrims
centuries later may
be explained by the fact that the main route was still being plied but that it did
not run through the area. It
may have been located then even more to the south of Piprdhvd / Ganwaria; this would
explain why

pilgrims did not look lbr these sites, heacling straight from Srdvasti to Kapilavastu.
The parinirvdna-stdpa
had already fallen into oblivion, not least because, in contrast to Kapilavastu, Lumbinl
and Rdmagrama, it
was not mentioned in Chinese Buddhist literature, except in the mechanical enumeration
of the eight
iarraka-stDpas in the translations of the MpS.
'32 This would have been the road which the Buddha travelled when paying his famous visits to his
hometown after his enlightenment (Nyagrodharama: south of Kapilavastu; the two stapas

of the Buddhas of the
past: south of Kapilavastu)' This road would then have turned eastwards,
the region north of the city being
occupied by forest up to the mountains (for Pdli references cp. Malalasekera I (1937),
519). It was identical
with the road Mdyd was thought to have taken when returning to her hometown and which
the Buddha was
thought to have taken on his Great Departure (abhinislnamana).
'33 It is quite likely that the road led to Ayodhyr / Pali Ayojjhd, the capiral of so-called ,.Southern-Kosala,,
(P?.li dakklina-kosala: see Malalasekera

I ( 1937), 165).
'" MPS (Waldschmi<It (1950/1951), 382f.; missing in the P6li version): tasmat mrhi bhikavo rlydgrendnyatlrthiki na praw'djayitavya nopasampddayitarydh sthdpaytvd jfiitifdkhyam uagneyar.n jalilam.
vd
jmadidlya agacccet tlrthikadhvaiena yady ika-iketa dharmauinaye prawajyam upasampadam
bhilccublfivam tam evdkafikamdnam bhikauah pravrajayeyur upasampa-dayeyuh. Tht kasmdd dhetoh? Daddmy
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clearly indicate the success of this policy: the saigha obviously received a
monastic site from the king (devaputra-vihdra)i, and the sealing was quite probably a
token of this donation. Other sealings, bearing personal names, may also be taken as proof
of similarly generous donations by high-ranking KusEna personalities.
That the two Chinese pilgrims did not see or mention this once famous stupa m y
have been due to the route they took to Kapilavastu, namely from SrEvastI, heading southsouth-east and then east to Lumbinl and R6magrdma. The main cause of their silence
would, of course, have been that fact that after the Kusdna period the sites around Kapilavastu fell more and more into oblivion, as can be seen by the archaeological evidence, so
that the earliest pilgrim, Faxian, had already difficulties finding his way to the remains of
the old Sat<ya capital, and to Lumbinr and Rdmagr6ma as well. This is all the more
plausible in that this stfipa was not propagated in Buddhist literature to the same extent as
Kapilavastu, Lumbinl and R6magrama,l3s these places remaining famous thanks to, for
example, the episode of A6oka's pilgrimage reported in the ,Afuldvaddna.

devaputra

3.4. The pillars and stiipas of the Buddhas of the past,
Konakamuni and Krakucchanda, near Kapilavastu
One of the key points in the history of the discovery of Kapilavastu and the surrounding
area was the finding of two pieces of an A5okan pillar on the bank of an artificial pond
called Nigali Sdgar, not far from the village of Niglihawa. This discovery prompted the
British Archaeological Survey to send the subsequently notorious German scholar Dr.
Alois Fiihrer into the Nepalese Tarai in order to verify the site of the pillar and the
whereabouts of other Buddhist sites in the region. As is well known, Fiihrer was
producing false reports on the region,l36 claiming to have found Kapilavastu and all the
relevant sites described by the pilgrims. '" He was forced to resign from his
archaeological appointment, and the British sent P. B. Mukherji instead. Ftihrer had,
however, supplied Prof. Btihler in Vienna, one of the experts in Indian epigraphy and
Fiihrer's former teacher, with a rubbing and description of the inscription of NigalI Sagar.
Bi.ihler published his reading of the inscription, and it thereby became clear that the pillar

altam jftdtlndm jfidtyabhyanujfidnam. ("Therefore, from today on, O monks, other heretics should not be

allowed to enter the sangha, should not be allowed to receive a full monk's ordination, except a Sakya
relative or a fire-venerating plailhaired ascetic. If a relative (of mine), a Sakya, comes, O monks, with the
emblems of a heretic and wishes to enter the sangha in accordance with the dharma and the vinaya, (wishes
to) receive a full monk's ordination, then let him enter the order, let him receive a full monk's ordination.
Why is that? (Because) I give recognition as relatives to (my) relatives.") The following text makes it clear
that the privilege of the Sakyas consisted in the admission to the saigha without a four month probation
period.
l3s
'36

See above,

note 130.

See Falk (1998). Although Fiihrer's

rcprt Antiquities of the Budclha's Birth-Place in the Nepalese

Tarai, Allahabad 1897 (Archaeological Survey of Northern India, Vol. VI), was withdrawn by the British
authorities it was reprinted later in India and is still available, and still exercises some influence on the
interpretation of the places it describes, thus still proving a century later the power of imagination the
German scholar had developed to find what the Chinese pilgrims described.
r37

See

Fiihrer's map opposite the title page.
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was supposed to mark the birthplace of the Buddha Konakamuni, written as Konfikamana
in the inscription. This information, together with the description of the Chinese pilgrims
and the almost simultaneously discovered and deciphered inscription at Rummindehi /
Rupandehi / Lumbinr paved the way for the localization of Kapilavastu at the mound of
Tilaurakot, not far from the pillar fragments of NigalI Sdgar.
The NigdlT S[gar pillar fragments are not only importanr for the localization of historical and archaeological sites; the interpretation of the inscription is also crucial for the
understanding of how far Buddhism had already developed as a religion in the time of
ASoka. If, as is suggested by one reading of the inscription, ASoka really did enlarge an
already existing stipa of the Buddha of the past Konakamana, this would mean that already in the Maurya period and for some time before the idea had formed of individual
Buddhas of the past, the homeland of whom was thought to be located near the sacred
spot where the list Buddha Sakyamuni had been born and raised.r38 This assumption is
supported by the fact that the Mahdpadana-sitra and other texts (P. Mahdpaddna-

sfitantu in the Dlghanikdya, an{ several Chinese versionsl3e) related to the su-fra describing the lives of the seven Buddhas before Sakyamuni belongs to a relativety old layer of
Buddhist sitra literuture. While the last Buddha before Sakyamuni, KaSyapa, according
to this text, was born in Vardlasi,rao the Buddhas Kanakamuni (P. KonEgamana) and
Krakasunda (P. Kakusandha) were born and lived in fictional places: Kanakamuni in
Sobhdvatr and Krakasunda in Ksem6vatl.ral
That the birthplace of at least some of these Buddhas was supposed to have been
located near the birthplace of the Buddha Sakyamuni, as it is shown by the NigalI S6gar
pillar and by the reports of the pilgrims, can indirectly be deduced from Buddhist litera-

/

Smith (1901), 5':- "... the veneration of the Buddhas previous to
Gautama was already well established in the middle of the third century 8.C., ..."; and Bloch (1950), 159:
'38 See already Smith(Mukerjee

,,On voit que la mythologie bouddhique 6tait au moins partiellement constitu6e au temps d'Asoka."; Waldschmidt (1953), 3, note l, who also points out the depiction of the different bodhi trees of the Buddhas of
the past on the reliefs of the railing at Bhdrhut (2"d century B.C.).

'3'Cp. waldschmidt (1953), 5f.

's It

is noteworthy here that Faxian and Xuanzang locate the home-town of the the Buddha KESyapa near
in Var6nasi. An explanation for this could either be a competing local legend which the

Sravastlr and not

pilgrims were presented with or that the two different places originally represented one his hometown and
the other the place of his nirvd4ta, for which latter a stfrpawould be the adequate commemorate building.
On an interpretation of the story of KASyapa's relics and his stfipa see Schopen (1985), 28f. Faxian and
Xuanzang (the latter one quite obviously following here his predecessor but giving a different direction and
distance) would then have identified the spot of rhe nirttdna with the the places of the other events in the life

of this Buddha. After all, the localization of the Buddhas of the past was obviously not completely consistent; thus, for instance, in a J dtaka text there are indications of a sojourn of the Buddha Krakucchanda in
Srdvasti. An episode in AvadLnaiataka 87 (translation F6er (1891), 334) about the construction of a stEpa
for the nail and hair relics of the Buddha by the Sakya Sobhita of Kapilavastu in the time of one of the
Buddha's previous existences as Sobha, a name originally attached to Kanakamuni, may indicate that there
was indeed the tradition of a connection between Krakucchanda and the region around Srdvastl.

'otThis is shown by the name of the rulers and fathers of the Buddhas, from whom the capitals

I

place-

names are only derivations: Sobha and Ksema. In the case of the Buddha KESyapa there is a higher "odour"

of historicity, the name of the father being Iftkin (P. Kiki) and the city a real one: cp. Waldschmidt (1956),
80 and 174. A comparative study of the features in the life of the Jain tirthaikaras - e.g. the transfer of the
embryo from the womb of a Brahmin mother to the womb of a Kshatriya mother - and the lives of
Kanakamuni, Krakucchanda and KESyapa may shed some light on the ideas lying behind these variations.
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ture. In the Buddha's vita found in the Nidinakatha-, an introduction to the Jital<a commentary, for example, the Bodhisattva, still sitting in his heavenly abode but realizing that
the time for his birth on earth had come close, considered the "central region", madhyadeia /P. majjhimadesa, the right place to be born.ra2
In China then, the whole issue of the birthplace and the hometown of the Buddha
being located at the centre of the world / cosmos became even more important, as can be
seen in Sengyou's l9lfr early 6th century compilation of the biography of the Buddha,
Shijia-pu f+il!;*, "Chronicle of the Sakya".ra3That this idea goes back to a time at least
before Faxian's travel can be deduced from a quotation of ZhuFawei in the SZ, according
to which the centre of the world and of the cosmos was Kapilavastu, and also by i
passage from the Chinese apologetic text Hongmins-ji
dLEf,ft, compiled by the same
Sengyou, in which the same idea is brought forth.raa From this special idea of the Buddha
Sakyamuni's hometown the transfer of the birthplace of the other Buddhas of the pastlas
could easily have happened through the usual process of parallelization shown in the
Mahduadana-sutra'- because Kapilavastu was seen as the cosmological centre the other
Buddhas had to be born around there.
The Buddhist legendary texts about ASoka's pilgrimage, his dharmayatra, only
mention his visits to the places connected with the Buddha's life, to the place of the
Buddha's birth, to Kapilavastu, to the spot of the Great Renunciation, to Bodhigaya, to
Sirnath, to Rajagfha, to KuSinagara, and to the places where the relics of the Buddha,s
great_disciples, Sariputra, Saradvatlputra, Mahrmaudgalydyana, Mahakasyapa, Batkula
and Ananda are enshrined. There seems to be, howevei, no indication of ASoka's visit to
the places connected with the Buddhas of the past. But at the very end of the
.4iokduaddna there is a passage about ASoka's son Kunala which is, in my opinion, an
indication to A6oka's visit to these spots.'46 Some monks question Upagupta about how
Kun6la's had lost his eyes, and the patriarch explains to them that Kunaia in a former
existence had been a hunter who ripped out the eyes of many deers, and that he therefore
had to suffer the same fate in his present life. Asked why Kun6la, then, was born into a
to2

See also Malalasekera (1960), II, 418f., s.v. Majjhimadesa. Kapilavasru / p. Kapilavamhu was,
however,
not one of the mahdjanapadas in the central region, but as the hometown of the Buddha it hdd, of course,
to
be integrated in the central region. On the other side, the localization of the Buddha Kdsyapa in Vdranasr

might still reflect the old idea of a "Great Being" (mahdsattua) to be born in the cenrre of the known world
(Madhyadesa) as also found in the Jain legends about the ttrthaikaras.
ro3r.
2040. 1 3c.eff. IrL Hi+tE fr ffiffirfrHWffi HIE +
ffi ffi 6*E
x ru
" frfrtr:#j a * +E E H

.
:f z
=
ffi+&" lfri.ffifriqFe EE" TEI&iBru. ,&ffi,frFTtj. ffiffiH+HtL+fi"
frffi*{#,u@rtft. ,E
+.mft"

("This kingdom of Kapilavastu on (the continent) of Jambudvrpa is rhe center of all. The Ruiyingbenqi(-jing) [= T. 185] says: Kapilavastu is the center place of 3000 suns and moons, of 20000 heavens and
earths' The miraculous appearance of a Buddha is extremely venerable, is extremely important;
he can not
be born in a border country. Is the earth oblique? It is because (spots) encircle the center of it
and form the
ten directions. All the Buddhas of the past, when they are prospering in the world, are born there.")
14
See already Wafters (1898),536.
ras

Except, again, the Buddha Kdsyapa: see above.
On the question how much of the historical A6oka and the contents of the edicts, disguised in one way or
another, still remains in the legends about the Mauryan emperor, see Deeg (2001). It is, for instance, quite
possible that the visit to the stipas of the disciples of the Buddha tnthe Aiokiuadana is just a
distorted
to6

account of a visit to the sites of the 7 Buddhas (as given in the Mahduadina-sata)..6 disciples + Upagupta,
A5oka's preceptor on the journey.
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royal family, was good-looking and able to perceive the truth of the dharma, Upagupta
tells them that in another former existence he had been the son of a guild-master and had
repaired a st1pa of the Buddha Krakucchanda which had been destroyed by an evil king;
as a reward for this deed he was reborn in his present state of existence.laT This 1re;construction of a stupa of a Buddha of the past found in the A{olavadana is too much
similar to acts of the real, historical ASoka, who extended the monuments and had pillars
erected beside them, to be a pure coincidence.lo8I would propose, in fact, that the episode
in the text was remodelled after the activities of ASoka.ra'And there is finally the strange
feature in the Sanskrit text of ASoka being credited with the original construction of the
stupa, which Kunala only repaired. This is not found in the Chinese versions where the
kings are called Duanyan iffim, "Gracious",l50 and Shupo +ftffi i Subha.lsl The variance
could have slipped into the Sanskrit version, given the knowledge of ASoka having had
stupas of Buddhas of the past extended.
Faxian calls the native town of Buddha Krakucchandals2 N[bhika.rs3 This does, of
course, not go conform to the traditional and legendary name found in texts like the

'o'Cp. St.ong (1983),285f. ; Przyluski (1923),293f.
This may correspond to the setting up of a life-size image of the Buddha Krakucchanda as described in
the Aiokavadina and the Chinese translations of it - an image which must have been of an incredible
to8

height.
'oe

One could speculate about a version

of the ASoka legend where the repair of the stlpa(s) of

the

Buddha(s) of the past was mentioned and which was later lost. The Kunala episode would then be a relic

of

this story, with the role of A6oka transferred to his son.
'50

Ayun org-zhuan
Jin (ffiff;

l\$f,frlfl,

T

.2042.1 lOa.2l ; this Chinese " Vta of King Atuka " was translated under the

by An Faqin *li.ffi..
Atuwang-j,ns [oj6E.f;$i,T.2041.147b.22f., translated during the Liang ({) dynasty by Sengjiapo-luo
{$ff$ffi / Sanghabhara; this "SuZz ot-Kng Aioka " gives a translation of the name Shupo: Zhuangyan ffi
ffi, the "Elegant". In these texts confusion results from the use of the name of the king reigning in the

Western
tst

period of the Buddha Kanakamuni for the king who built the

st

lpa of Krakucchanda.

)'ku+lat-rJzin, from
'52Faxian took his tlanscription of the name Klakucchanda, Julouqin +q&* / EMC
earlier Chinese translations: Zhi Qian's fffi translation of the Bralrmajala-s1il'a, the Fanwang-liushierjian-jing Hfiqx+--. Hffi G.21.210c.19), the same translator's Bimo-shi-mulian-jing ry+lH;frHiEf;g
("Snu'a of Maudgal_,-dyana's Tbmptation by Mira, the Wcked One''. T.67.861a.21 and 23); also in the
anonymous Qifu-fumu-xingzi-jing +:lfrt dE+Y++fr$., "Sltra ot- Seven Buddhas' Parents' Names",
corespondingtothe Mahavadina-sutra(T.4.1 59b. l5,pass.; 3'dcentury),whereisalsofoundthetranscription of Kanakamuni used by Faxian (16, pass.); Kang Senghui'sffii$€ Liudu-jijing X$ff-fr* I $af
paramitasamgraha(sEtra) (T.152.42b.2), wherc the transcription for Kanakamuni, Ju'nahanmoni f{#[e
4P, tEMC * ku*na'-fam-muw-nri, used by Faxian, is fbund; Dharmaraksa's lZhu fahu gi*iH Fowubai-dizi-zisluo-benqi-ji"S I#T,H*,+E];ft4tgfiE (S1tra of SelfTold ltlidinas of the Five Hundred
Disciples of tlrc Buddlta ") (T.199, Bd.4. 200a.23) used this transcription, too. The underlying form could
have been a shortened one for 1'Juloujuqintuo / *ff1ffi+61ff-[[ because there is no way to reconstruct a
conesponding form from the one used (*'Kurujana? r'Krutujana'l). Karashima (1994), 145, no.

A.4,

can

offer no solution for the form of this name found in the Chinese Dn'ghdgama I Clrung'alnn-jing tr|IrjfifiS
(T.l). Gautama Sanghadeva / Qutan Sengiatipu Etrigifilftf inhis Ekottarigama I Zengyi-ahan-jing LS
H[{ef;g (T.125) uses a similarly shortened form, Julousu"tfrffif*, which is already found in a translation
from the Late Han, Moraoluan-ji"S Mf*ffiLfr# ('S 1tra of tlrc Disturbances of Matz') (T.66).
rs3Petech (1974),318,
on
refers to Zhi Sengzai's Nahewei )+f,f,lfrff / EMC *na'-xa-jvvi and reconstructs

-

the basis of the two variants of the same name -pijia (Faxian)
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'.

-ltevvei (Sengzai)

-

two underlying Indian

Mahavadana, but it was probably the local (and maybe the old) name of a town or village
near the geographically already fixed place of this Buddha of the past. It has already been
supposed that this name has something to do with ASoka's Ndbhaka in rock edict l3,lsa
but final certainty about the identity of the two place-names is of course not possible
without other external evidence.
For a discussion of the relation between the pilgrims' reports and the archaeological
evidence, it is worth emphasizing that the NigdlI S[gar inscription does not give any
detailed reason why the stupa was (or the $apas were, if we include Gotihawa under
Krakucchanda) originally erected. It is only the wont of modern scholars, again based on
the description of Xuanzang, to identify this monument as the stupa marking the birthplace of one Buddha of the past.rss l would tend to think that the two existing big stupas
near pillars, as described by the pilgrims (of which we now have only the one of
Gotihawa), were not meant to mark the birthplaces of the two past Buddhas, but the place
where the parinirvdna was thought to have taken place. Nobody seems to have noticed
the discrepancy between Xuanzang's statement and the fact that there is no trace of a
stupa simllar to the one in Gotihawa from the same period as the one marking the
birthplace of the Buddha Sakyamuni in Lumbinr. Even the pilgrims do not report such a
stupabut only several stupas related to the numerous events surrounding the birth. From
this we may conclude that the stipas described by the pilgrims and actually found in situ
in one case (Gotihawa: Krakucchanda) commemorate what "real" iarlraka-stipas did:
the parinirvdna of Buddhas (here, of the past). Xuanzang himself stresses this point when
he says that the pillars belonged to the stupas which contained the relics (iarlra) of the
complete body of these Buddhas. These stupas, according to the pilgrims'reports, just so
happened to be located in the same region where the legend of the early 5th to 7th century
had also located other events in the life of these Buddhas (birth, meeting with their
fathers) - in the typical manner of locating as many places as possible in the life of a
Buddha and there erecting commemoratrve stupa-like structures (caitya).
What ASoka really did or is supposed to have done, according to the inscription,
heavily depends on the meaning and interpretation of the phrase thube dutiyam uadhite
and on the words which are added in a lacuna of the unreadable characters between
v a dhi te and s a bhi s i ten a and between mahiy Ite and p dpi te.

forms: tNcDiiga (cp. also Mizutani (1971), note l) andr'Naklruvi. I think that the rwo Chinese forms are
just metathetic variants of one underlying Indian form, and I tend to accept Faxian's as the correct one. The
Chinese rendering as Wuwei
^ffft, "Fearless", is clearly a learned analysis of a form Na-bhIka (negation na
r/Utt-t-,
"to
+
be afraid"), which again seems to be a semantic variant of the well-known Ksemdvatl Chin.

Anhe RffE (cp. the discussion in.Watters (t898),552).

'soKalsl, Mdnsehrl, Sh6hb6zgarhi. This was already supposed by Fiihrer (1897), 18. Nabhaka, following
the Yona and Kambojas in the north-west, may have been situated more to the east near the Himalaya (cp.
Law (132), 113). ASoka would have mentioned it because for him it was an important border location;
Bhattacharyya (1991), 225f., refers to a place-name Nablika-pura inrJttarakuru found in Puranic literature,
which may also be some place close to the Himdlaya showing at least that such a place name existed. For an
overview of the identifications made for the ASokan Nabhaka, see Barua (1991),92ff .
"t Cp. Fulk (1998), l3: "Moreover, the inscription in Nigliva does not state that the pillar had ever stood at
the birthplace of the Buddha Kondgamana."
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For thube dufiyam uadhite two renderings have been offered. Hultzsch proposes ..enlarged (it) to the double (of its original size)",156 while others translate ,,enlarged (it) a
second time". I do not see a reasonable argument
- except the fact that philologically
dutiyam can of course mean "(for) a second time"l57- for the latter translation. If the
phrase was really meant to mean "enlarged it for a second time", then we are necessarily
lead to think that ASoka devoted attention to the stdpa three times: the first time he
extended rt (*pathamamvadhite), did the same a second time, and a third time he personally went to have the pillar erected. From archaeological evidence we know that stfrpas
were indeed enlarged several times from one historical period to the other, but we do not
know of enlargements taking place in one and the same historical period, not to mention
during the reign of one and the same ruler. It is, however, quite probable that A6oka
extended some prehistorical mound - a pre-Buddhist "caitya" like the caityas of the
Mallas of VaiSah in the MPSI58 - which was later said to have been a stfipa dedicated to
the Buddha of the past Konakamana. Then it would also be quite reasonable that
in the
Mauryan period other mounds were ascribed to other Buddhas of the past, including
Krakucchanda and K[Syapa, and visited arid taken care of by Asoka, as reported
by
Faxian and Xuanzang. Archaeological work by an Italian team under the direction
of
Prof. Verardi, University of Naples, Italy, on the sttrpa mound of Gotihawa, which is
likely to be the stipa of Krakucchanda,l5e has shown that the brick stupa from the
Maurya period was constructed above an earlier settlementl60 and had been enlarged later
on.'u'
As the pieces of the pillar, the stump in situ at Gotihawa and the two fragments at
Nigeli SIgar did not belong together,r62 the obvious conclusion is that the Gotihawa
stump represents the remaining part of the pillar which ASoka errected fbr the
stfipa of
Krakucchanda. It can then be surmissed that ASoka repeated in Gotihawa what he
did at
the place where the Kanakamuni pillar originally stood.
As to the question of what was on top of these two pillars there is little hope to answering it as long as no fragments of the animal statues hive been recovered a very
un156Bloch

(1950), 158: ,,a agrandi du double le monument du Bouddha Kondkamana...;
see also Rastogi

(1990),32s.
ts'

Hultzsch (1925),165, note 7.
''8 Fo. a full discussion see Deeg, forthcoming (2003),part2.
't'Rilal (n.d.), 64, acknowledging the stump as the pillar erected for the Buddha Krakucchanda, seems to be

theonlyonetothinkthatthe stfrpabesidethepillar insituisnottheKrakucchandastipa;thisopinionis,

however, not repeated by him in his subsequent publications.
r@
Even if a early earth mound could not be verified for Gotihawa, the nearby sr dpa
of piprahwd clearly
shows that the original earth mound was enlarged to a brick stlpa ina later period;
see Verardi (1OOZ),25t.
'6rSee now Verardi (2002),24f.; Irvin (19:13),717t.
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Mukherli and smith both had no doubts about the identification of the pillars with those
of the two
Buddhas, and about fact that the pieces did not belong together, though they were
not in accord with each
other concerning the original site of the Nigdli Sigar pillar, Mukerji thinking that it was
erecred not far
away from the actual spot where it was actually found, while Smith thought that it was brought
there from
some distance. It was Debala Mitra who speculated that the two fragments at Nigall
S6gar belonged to the
stump of Gotihawa: see the quotation in Hiirtel (1991),76, who called for a specialist to investigate
the
question. The final results of a new measurement of the diameters of the upper pafi
of the Gotihawa stump
and the lower part of the inscription fragment from Nigdli Sdgar: the first one is 2' 6,', while
the last one is
2' 7",the fragments thus not matching up; Tuladhar (lgg7),5; Bidari (ZW2\,65f.

4t

likely prospect. If we consider external arguments, the first one is, of course, that
Xuanzang actually reports two lion figures on top of both pillars. In view of the fact that
lions are the most frequent animals on top of "imperial" ASokan pillars, one may take
Xuanzang's report as highly probable. For the symbolic value of the lion in a religious
(and non-imperial) context, the animal could refer to the preaching of the I a Buddha,
which is called simhandda, "lion's roar", in the texts.163If the lion really did enjoy a tradition in India as a royal animal, as the ASokan pillars would suggest - wether introduced
from West-Asia or originally Indianr6a- then the symbolizarron of the / a Buddha as a
lion would be quite natural, since he was seen by faithful Buddhists as the counterpart on
a higher level of the world-ruler, the cakravartin, as indeed A(oka is sometimes called in
the legends.
The original site of the Nigall Sagar pillar has still not been determined, but I am not
at all sceptical that it really stood in silu somewhere around Gotihawa, Tilaurakot or
Taulihawa as the pilgrims describe. The region around Tilaurakot and Taulihawal65 is full
of unexcavated sites, and there is still some hope that a typical (granite) stone or brick
foundation will be found near a stupa mound in the area. Then it may be possible to answer the question wether the pillar had ever stood at the place where it was supposed to
have.166

For the interpretation of the whole complex it should be kept in mind that the religious meaning of the dharmayatra rn the ASoka legend - the visit to exactly 32 places r63

For the value of a "dual metaphor" of the Iion(s) on top of other pillars see Huntington

r6a

Huntington

(

(

1985), 47a.

1985), 46b.

t65

In a discussion with Prof. Verardi in Taulihawa (February 2001) we both jokingly speculated that the
original site of the Nigdli Sdgar pillar could have been under the relatively modern Hindu temple in Taulihawa. As a matter of fact there could be something to this assumption, the spot where this temple is
standing today corresponding quite well to the location of the Kanakamuni stipa (and pillar) as far as this
latter can be reconstructed by means of the textual sources. Mukherji (1901), 101, long ago gave a description of the temple, dedicated to Mahadeva under its local name of Taulive5vara ("Lord of Taulihawa"),
in which he points out that the temple is standing on an "old mound of bricks", and says that there is an
- obviously constructed not long before Mukherji's arrival at

octagonal platform to the east of the temple

the site - on which "a few stone fragments of ancient sculpture" were found. The problem is that we have to
rely solely on Mukherji's description, since the temple grounds today do not show any evidence of what he
described. The problem here is, as in many cases in Indian archaeology, is that an excavation of the older
site and strata lying under a younger Hindu (or Muslim) temple is almost impossible. The original site of
the pillar and its stipa could, of course, also be anywhere between Taulihawa and the site of Tilaurakot, but
until extended excavations are done, what has been said here necessarily remains pure speculation.
'uu One external reason against Falk's doubt that the pillar ever stood at the original place intended for it is
the fact that the pillar fragments lie north-east of the stump of Gotihawa and Tilaurakot. This makes no
sense considering the fact that it had been dropped on the way to its place of destination, if the pilgrims'

directions and distances can be trusted and under the assumption that the pillars were brought from
somewhere in the south, where they were produced. There is another indication that the pillar fragments of
Nigdli Sdgar had still been in siru until the beginning of the 14th century, bolstering Xuanzang's statement;
Ripu Malla then had his inscription carved on the upper part of the pillar in the same way as he did in
Lumbini. This would probably not have been possible if the pillar was already lying somewhere in the
jungle near the tank of Nigdli Sdgar maybe already broken where nothing indicated that it was a special
place. As Tuladhar (1997),5, has remarked quite correctly, the upper part of the pillar as seen on the photographs taken by Fijhrer (plates V and VI), is lying as if havrng rolled against two trees on the left side of the

photo, which are not so old and would not have grown the way as seen from underneath the stone.
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was that on the one hand it made the Buddha(s) present as a mahdpurusa with his 32
signs (/aksana), and on the other established ASoka himself as a cakravartin.l6l And this
act of making present, even if performed not in the systematic way depicted in the legend,
may well have been one motive for ASoka's visit to sites associated not only with the
Buddha Sakyamuni but also with other Buddhas, concerning which the A{okauadana may
have preserved fragmentary, substitutive elements in the form of visits to the renowned
places of the Buddha vita and to the stupas of his pupils.

4. Conclusion and proposal
Having started with a more text-oriented approach, I reconsidered the archaeological
evidence from this standpoint and found the lack of continuous excavation activities
in
the area and the delay of detailed excavation reporrs to be striking. It is only
by further
field-work and an unbiased evaluation of it that more information will be gained
on the
area between Pipr[hva / Ganwaria and Tilaurakot, and around the mound
of Devadaha,
which is assumed to be the Mahiparinirvana-stipa of the Buddha's maternal relatives,
the Kraudya / P. Koliya.
As far as the textual study is concerned, I am quite convinced that the Kapilavastu
which the Chinese pilgrims Faxian and Xuanzang saw is the modern site of
Tilaurakot on
the Nepalese side of the border. A number of unexcavated sites mainly south of
Tilaurakot, when compared with the description of the pilgrims, seem to underiine
this.
This result does not, however, deprive Piprahwa of-all connection with the
Sakyas
and Kapilavastu. The archaeological remains point to a monastic centre around
a
relatively big sapa which I along with rnost scholars would identify as the
Mahaparinin'ana-stipa said to have been built by the S[kyas over their part of the relics
of the
Buddha - an interpretation which the relic cases found in the mound
by pepp6 and
Srivastava would support without necessarily forcing one to ascribe too great
an age to
them.
The following is a list of desiderata addressed to the archaeologists on behalf
of
"textualists" (the term "contextualists" is perhaps more accurate):
- A more intensive but nevertheless carefully done stratigraphical excavation of
the Tilaurakot site, mainly the northern and southern parts of the site, in
order
to verify the existence of devotional stupas which may be connected with the
st1pas Faxian and Xuanzang describe. Here Faxian's report should
taken as the
basic point of reference even if it gives less detailed information.
- A re-evaluation and re-excavation of sites like Sagarahawa (the supposed spot
of the massacre of the Sakya; and the bigger mounds south of Tilaurakot like
Sisania where the lost foundation of the pillar fragments of Nigah Sagar (the
site of the stupa of Konakamuni) may still be discovered, thus becoming
a
further decisive topographical markerl6s

'6' Srrong ( 1983). l23fi.
'68The carefully study of the territory by Verardi and hrs ream (Verardi (2002),33ff.) are good srarting
points for further wort in the area. For a map of archaeological sites in the Kapilavastu

District see also p.

60, Fig. 41.
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-

A further excavation of the area described as a town near Ganwaria in order to
provide final evidence for or against the identification of this site with

Kapilavastu.
A dating of the relics found in the caskets excavated from the mound of the
stupa of Piprahvd by modern scientific methods (C- 14 or otherwise) in order to
determine the period they go back to.
- A more careful excavation in Lumbinl in order to undo the damage already
done to the site from the time of its "discovery" by Fi.ihrer until the present
time.
Finally I would like to express my hope that the area will be excavated properly in
future, without being hindered by modern political and ethno-psychological barriers. The
area around Pipr[hwa, Tilaurakot and LumbinI, the birthplace and home of the Buddha,
are in the end not the heritage of modern states alone but of the Buddhist oikumene and of
mankind as a whole.

-
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Appendix

I: The inscriptions of the ASoka pillars in Lumbinl

and Nigali

Sagar

a. Lumbinr:

Tnxr:
Devanapiyena piyadasina

lijina

wsativasabhisitena atana agdca mahlyite hida budhe
jate sakyamunl ti silduiga/abhr cd kilapita sildthabhe ca usapapite hida bhagavam jdte ti
lumminigame ubalike kate aflmbhagiye ca
TRRNST-arroN:

King PriyadarSin, who is dear to the gods, came here in the twentieth year following his
consecration and paid reverence. Thinking (iri), 'Here the Buddhasl6e was born - the
muni of the Sakya clan', I caused a bathing pond of stone to be made and a pillar of stone
to be erected. Thinking, 'Here the Lord was born', I exempted the village of Lumbinr
from imposts and had it receive the 'eight rights'."r70

b. Nigali Sagar:
Texr:
Dev

a

na

m piyena piyada sina

l|jina

coda sa

va sa

(bhisi tena) budha sa kondkama na sa thu be

dutiyam ua/hite (w\atiuasa)sdbhisitena ca atana agdca mahiyTe (silathabhe

ca

usapapitetll
TneNsLetloru:
King PriyadarSin, who is dear to the gods, in the fourteenth year following his consecration, enlarged the stipa of Buddha Konakamana to the double (of its size), and (in
the twentieth year) follo_wing his consecration, came here and paid reverence (and had a
pillar of stone) erected.'72

r6e

Misprinting in the English translation;
rT0TranslationbyFalk(1998),

rcad'. Buclcllru.

l6,withmyinterpretationof silduigadabhlcd(seeabove).
The
additions
in
parenthesis
are the ones by Btjhler, made according to the parallel passages in the
'"
Lumbinl inscription, and now generally accepted.
r72

Translation following Hultzsch, I65, with adaptations from Falk's translation of the Lumbini pillar and
my own interpretation (see above).
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Appendix II: The Reports of the Chinese Pilgrims Faxian and Xuan zang
1. Faxian (GFZ):
CHrNesr rExr'73:

ef+irfiHffiElE. trrffiLff.ffi*Fffi " H€HEfiUrz" r7EilEr#. fittrE+trEtjg. &ils|t'tr Eil!H{#zs+.E. '|.+tlfuffi. $qitriEE" "E'ffifr9r6" ill#rux+q
#furrtgltffi. 'ttr#f+itffi,Hffiffi+:HiE. ftJ*E " &#$fr,lJn Efqts* lfrFfi+.
!fr. 'R++H-aE" ffiitritrtr. lfHi@t)tnH. fr8i6. ttrbdblaiffi-H{8. fU--.E" E
fiffie+tr{ffiFfis.ffi "'|.++Efuffi " frptai4ffi. 4i"H"*Et6 . lretkF{t1iJil-Hre. sIJ
ilrfitrffiffiirfi" ifi+#lsffr.R. Ei6H. ,1€'R{gE FW+XffiE," E}SEfitHtr.
lF/s.?EYtl* " /us.+* H 4.AEE6ffi. t+,urrxHr5 " -H,,ffi uHiHE HfrE
"

" F-'IE,FEls+ffi " t^Erffffi +w*+frqlffi. ffiHffi*=+E1r&" tftzj< ff., " Iktr
?fi{F+" +t1/ lcLi*. i#fsE. EE1trtr" f,Hf#+fr*. fi{NtilwtFrH. j&
xfEEE ffi. {#ffi;*x-aftif. [qxE+ugFT. LETl+^ffi. {#&trfiJ'&iFJT" H
ras" ;tt€Efrfeffi€lrtn#.ffi. tL{fftr68. ffi,ffiE+qffifE+ ffita+ft#1+r11?,
itr. :[t6" +{tr#." lrXHJhtrE€-EE" trffifrffirfi#ffi" "rfiHf+trE-EH"
E€;ftE. xAliuiftrd" ,Hi&i\,tr=+y. #+#ffiffi.
;k+Er&
'{-tb " :HEtrd^ + H . i:dffi6'lE#. )b -Lffiy.d)it +frfgH[fuea+.
HqyfjRZ " IL;#I#,H
"
EIEHE" *afiEE. :#*$i*mE. =#-,fti*;ft;#{trJ-E.
vlaLmtrJxffiE
-afti*XTtr" ASFUffiE+rr\rE,E. il!f;6ffi1ffffit9ffi
. Efrffi " EE&{fiE fr*Afr
+ " 4i{E'11 .'{tr{ffiHffiR11fr-frre. HwzHH. ttEEf+{#*rr\€flj"
HEfr*g
i6. FlluHHi#"
ffi

ENcr.rsg TRANSLATToN:

Four /i south-east of the city of Sravastr (is the place where) the Venerable One stood
beside the road (when) king Virldhaka (Liuli-wang ffiIHE) wanred ro atrack the country
of the Sat<ya (Sheyi 6R); (and they) erected a stipa (there). Fifty li west of the city (of
Srlvastl) one reaches a township called Tadwd (Duowei #[f;tr). This is the birthplace of
the Buddha K[dyapa (Jiaye il!H), the place where father and son met each other (and)
the place of (K6Syapa's) parinirvana; st7pas are erected (at) all (these places). There is
also a big stupa erected (over) the relics of the complete body of the Buddha KaSyapa.

Going 12 yojana south-east from the city of Sravastr, one comes to the township of
N6bhika (Nabijia #lrffi{llll. This is the birthplace of the Buddha Krakucchanda (Julouqin
+@tS*), the place where father and son met (and) the place (where this Buddha) entered
into parinirvdna. Again, stupas were erected (at) all (these places).
Going less than one yojana from there to the north, one comes to (another) township.
This is the birthplace of the Buddha Kanakamuni (Junahanmoni I0#l3e+E), the place

r73

Text quoted from (and with the punctuation)

T.2058.86 I a., Zhang

(I

985), 74ff.

of

Kuwayama (1994), 205f., corresponding to

where father and son met and the place (where this Buddha) entered into parinirvdna; at
all (these places), too, st[ipas were erected.

Going less than one yoiana from there to the east, one comes to the city of. Kapilavastu
(Jiaweiluowei rufiffffiffii). In the whole city there is neither king nor population (left), and
there are many mounds (of debris?) and much destruction. Only (a few) monks and ten
families are living there.
Where once stood the palace of King Suddhodan at74 a statue of the the prince's mother
was erected (showing her) at the time when the prince, riding on a white elephant, entered
her womb.
Where the prince drove out of the eastern gate, where he saw the sick man, turned the
chariot and returned (to the palace) - at all these places st1pas have been erected. At the
places where Asita (Ayi [-r]H) made the prophecy about the future of the prince; where
Nanda (Nantuo ffiFE) and (Devadatta) attacked the elephant; where the prince shot the
affow 30 li to the south-east; where (the arrow) entered the soil, and where he caused a
fountain to spring out when he entered the soil, (around) which later on a well was built
for travellers to drink from; where the Buddha, after attaining enlightenment, saw his
royal father again; where the five hundred Satyu youths left their homes and paid
reverence to Upali (Youboli lEji:iF<Flb /861b/ and the earth shook six times; where the
Buddha explained the dharma to the gods and the four devardjas protected the four
entrances (so that) his royal father could not enter (the ha11); where the Buddha sat under
a nyagrodha ttee (nijulii-shu E+EeffiJ) turned towards the east - there Mahaprajapatr
(Daaidao ,l(EE) presented the saighati (senjiali @fin*) ro rhe Buddha (the tree still
exists today) -, (at all these places and at the place) where King Virldhaka massacred the
Sdkya clan and where all of the clan of the Satya died (and achieved the state) of
irotdpannas (xutuohuan'rEWiE), stupas were erected which still exist today.
Some /i to the north-east of the city is the royal field in which the prince sat under a
tree and watched the people working in the fields.
Fifty /i to the east of the city there is a royal park. The park is called Lumbinr (Lunmin
rftE). fihere) the wife (of the king) took a bath in a pond, left the pond from the north
side, took twenty steps forward, grasped a tree with her hand and, (turning) to the east,
delivered the prince. The prince came down to the earth and took seven steps. Two ndga
kings bathed the prince. On the spot where (his) body was washed a well was built, and
from the above-mentioned pond in which (the prince's mother) bathed the monks still
drink today.
Four places are generally fixed for all the Buddhas: one where (they) achieve enlightenment, a second one where (they) turn the wheel of the law, a third one where (they)
explain the dharma to heretics, discuss it with them and convince them of it, (and) a
fourth one where (they) come down from Trayastrimsat-heaven (where they have been) to

"o Bai.ling-*anc

EiS{..

The normal Chinese translation would be Jingfan-wang ffiEEf: cp. T.26; T.184;
T.185; T.186), and Faxian has probably used an abridged or "hybrid" form of these older translation. The
quotations from the Tang Buddhist dictionary Xuanying-yinyi AffiE#, where Baijing-fan-wang

Efffi€fi
or Baifan-wang EHEI (ibid., g36ab., s.v. Slrutodana) are
found. Faxian's rendering is listed in the dictionuy Mingyi-ji &#F(see OOa, lUia.,975a.). The
assumption of Nagasawa (1971), 82, note 2, that Faxian's Baijing is a "phonetic rendering", that is, a

S.

(see Oaa (tgS+), 133a., s.v. Etsuzudan)

transcription of Suddhodana, is not correct.
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explain the dharma to their mothers.

All

the other (places) appear according to the time

(period).r7s

The kingdom of Kapilavastu is barren and empty, the population is low, (and) on the
roads.o-ne (has reason) to fear white elephants (and) lions. It is not so easy to travel
there.l76

Five yojana to the east of the Buddha's birthplace there is a country called Rama(gr[ma) (Lanmo HE). The king of this country obtained a part of the relics of the
Buddha, and, after returning to his country, he had a stipa erected (which) is called Rlma
stipa.

2. Xuanzang's
CHruess

Xiyuji (XJ):

rExr:"7

:

#

Jh
+ €,* tr E' fift fffr,, EH flt+ /\ # H ffi E+ il! H iE {#4 +tffitu " tltffi H
,
w FxtEH-$JH:|.t&" tffi)bH#Wiq- , Hfr#-iLl#+H#tru, tr[^ffiET Ffil#fr,.
'{trbLEffit1aH6fttr , E*)Jytffitk*.ffiW" HEttuttffil+im' ;,n. +ErrtrH " fiLLffiffi.
#wwtrJvg+6ft8. *1.n+Hk,HffiEE. LyfrfiEtd , IEET;+" H^HlrilE+[q

,t ifi E

EffiEE. fftEF ,tffi&jI|. tlu,R
x , faffiE+*6. fi,,F.-tu_rl{ ' m{aflfiD. fiiltr*fitHfE6ftFn ,filEtfiftz{HrlH-(rtnH"
{g1fr=+€f;),.,HH4'*1EE*lJtf." xr,\ffiFff ' EE#ffE" HrrlrlHfrkH ' iS€EE
trffi&, , _tefffi# , +lFa@.. HfiU€fr{E ' t+;EI/EHIJEEti,tr. */\Hffi&, L
effi6 , +{FX ZT*. ^H{HUfffiE ' EffiruHffi[+frFEEfiffi, +IF-(EWfrfrZI**
_tE*[trtr80],rHrE ffi fE i,]# H+ B rql4mFEE6, Htha E +tr B . ;6gt3Ftjrx ft E

flE'@SFmfiEftilAE. gff,.)&

'

:

HffiilEffiZ

B,

Hf,+FEitr.'Hi$€EEtr;#ffigmfri5Z,A : "tl++&, #Hioi#

?

"EE+138Jf,y'.&tfiAEmt ,rFfl;ffi-A" T.EE{ft , 4dU,tH6(' ;EHiHB ,
EI : "T^e:t{IX+E[+EE" "{tIE i "tk&XE , XEH*., Kfu#7.frY'ttrE{iffi. +t

$IEH"

t',lE'WWZWfr' ? E :'tirlHf[' ffi*l]i/'tt+' tr+fEis€Et'ffi*xL+E^
' H;H-HfE , HflE*I)]ffi, +TEflE;E ,frKXW1iLI]" Ffil,RT5H,4]€:W.4L. ,,Yfr

E+F6E

+
175

The syntax and meaning of this passage are not clear. The last phrase could also be translated as: 'The
other spots are shown according to the periods (of the diff'erent Buddhas)." Slixian;1rlf, would then be a
transitive verb, which does not, however, fit very well with yrn ,8, which is normally not a substitutive for
an object (cp. Nagasawa (197 1),84, note 12). The given translation is likely to be the correct one, referring
the introductory phrase

IL="AI#HVgffiffift: the vitae of all the Buddhas of the past have these four places
in common, and it is only the places of other events in their Iives, which differ according to the individual
vita.
r'6

All

the translations take the phrase ... bu ke wang xing ... TaI$1|1 as an independent sentence in the
of "wild, confused, unsettled" for wang f . It is possible, and [n the context of the preceding sentence
would even make more sense, to take baixiang-shizi fr*{fif as the subject ot4AI*11: "... (even) white
sense

elephants and lions could not roam there wildly."; wang

fr would then at least retain its original meaning

"wild".
*'7

The text is quoted from (and with the punctuation of) produced by Ji ( 1985), 505

- 526;T.2087

.

of

ffiH #WiH., Et+lel;#tr#ffi fr fql\*Ztfr " )rA 1f.:
"gfr?, 4fr+fr(frru

" iSEE{,t'#tr

*,Hatrffi* ? "E : "ftTf4#

+ILH+E , ffi^H

' frk?I6.$X. "fE4E&€*,lH1l4..,

E : "fftwe& " ""8[qzilfE6" /s+t' r.r6FJ :,,#HT#, EItL*Hr) ? "El
,Wf'Udlzflfr'f#..

"ffilEE?HDl&fT
)\iTtfi"' t{A,fH{€ ffi*rF-firu"

fr,,

"*+hry*ffilgf,'

E{HUfffi6

.

^H*r_E_tfr,,

R

" HEU'.Hffr-#, {E,fE
gxz{*,
t+gHfrlHtE.
^-f ,rIH

+ tFX+{*.

+lFHlr+ftF&ffi ,++Hffi,1frffi@" H{ErJfffie{f

ft&,qrfiry

:

ffi[ffi€'-fffi# ' +iFxf-*A,WrEffiZIT, ftEfrIl,xt&U. triivl11'4.&Afffi€ , +lF
Z ,m ,Tt),,iDf1Z(*, E^+Effi,,#I'IIHLB1'E ' iftffiE{A , KJILBjE , ft'{XU
H " tffiffit1fl+6,f;8 , afrkr,rl , H+!#iP., EH*r+A#trHffiE+ruffi1ltT,6i,fffiA
Htfixfr." jrlffi Tits, H+t&iN, r,Rit:ftAJfuagzffi " rffiHffi#tai{., Hlfr*[xiEe
H#trl" HfreEtt ' E-_+€f;I( ' truHfr+ZL*, ffiieFniffi,z+ ,.-tu_trreE" fu
*^rt*iLtiXtr.
ffi il! f J,6t'fr$
)t11
€,#,8' E E[ t ttl.,, +. H +W iN., E H *, + -A H q H
=-+
ffiH+il!#ru+Elffi Htixfr. HJ{rT,E ,H+t*iM. ' firEHEE"qZrfr"
iB.'H1frfr[rc896trU. H.0eE& ' rEj:+6ft,R ' L^Jf,fr+Z(*, l*idffiiffi,Z#
^1L#t*
ffi trEeu " i,ft F J t [q +Ef E€ ]a' €iM., E/r Ts{et lH, EHfr# tr, fr\ ttiEftrffi ?+ffiE
ax" isF,Er-E/\+gtdiHl.,fiE ' EI*EF,( , +6,,*8rT&, 'L.f[ffiH , Hixy)fry." )<
U

,

YfrtillHwH+4t*iE ' {sfE;frrEffifr. EtbH++rurTxfl*r# , ts^Hrr?xF., I+}L+
)LH)\+n ' ffi1tr|kr,* , ffitr 8[# ' iftmrti& ' X9 ,L. , rtritfr*BVF" ;fttr#Effi
Hv!,|€t#iE
^ ' [qffiffi+EF. il]Pf#HT.ffriJffifr. ' *iE[sfE , tr+f,EEF^H)FxE,-=,4ux.
EilgiBH " EBHr.iLHtrtr , ^H,E+x ' EHEthHf+ills " ElhHf+trrax
frf E.K;ffiAqX ' tlit,,ftH , -E #i;ffiH ' EFqrffiH
^zk'
="&ffiffrZ, 6m.E : ,.eH*
"
i4+ ,Httrilt€ ! JltH;#[*1ftfr,,tirtffi,EB. "rfhHf+frffiiJtizlk, frl1fir+ , IF.
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ENcr-rsu TRANSLATToN:

About 60 li to the north-west of the great city (of Sravastr) there is an old city; this is
the native town of the Buddha Klsyapa (Jiayebo ru*ip) of the bhadrakalpa (xian-jie
H*r) when human beings (stili reached) the age of 20,000 years. To the sourh of the city
there is a st1pa; this is the place where the Buddha (KdSyapa), after his enlighrenment,
first saw (his) father. To the north of the city there is a stapa in which are (enshrined) the
relics of the complete body of the Buddha Kdsyapa and which was built by King ASoka
(Wuyou-wang ffiEI).
Going about 800 /, from there (Sravastr) to the south-east, one arrives in the country of
Kapilavastu (Jiebiluofasudu *jlL,ffiffi+W), which formerly was called Jiapiluowei

[lHttffi

'f+i. The circumference

of the country is about 4,000 /i. There are ren empty cities
(which) are totally ruined. The royal capital has collapsed and its perimeter is not clearly
discernable. The inner palace district has a circumference of 14 or 15 /i; it is made of
bricks and its foundations are solid. It was abandoned long ago and the population is
sparse. There is no supreme ruler (but) each city establishes its own lord. The soil is
fertile and crops are abundant at the time (of the harvest). The climate is not extreme,
while the customs (of the people) are gentle. There are more than one thousand monastery
(iialan {)llH": (sai)ghdrama) foundations, one monastery being next to the palace district.
About thirty monks study the Hrnayana of the Sammatrya school (Zhenghang-bu
-LEE*13).
There are two deva temples (tianci XliA) (around which) scattered hererics (yidao EE)
live.
Inside of the palace district there are foundations which are (the remains of) the main
palace of King Suddhodana (Jingfan-wang i$f;fiE); above (these foundations) a monastery was built, and inside (the latter) a statue of the King erected. Not far away, on the
northern side of these (fundaments) there are (other) fundaments: these are the bedchamber of lady Maham6y6 (Mohemoye lgE4EqF) - in Chinese rhis means 'Great Skill'
(Dashu tfftT); above (these fundaments) a monastery was built and a statue erected inside.
Beside these (fundaments is) a vihara (and) this is the place where the bodhisatrva of the
Sat<ya (Shijia-pusa tr+illgtrE) mysteriously came down into the womb of (his) morher;
inside they have made a statue (showing) the conception of the bodhisattva. The Sthavira-

vadin (Shangzuo-bu t.fs.*li) say that (the bodhisattva) mysteriously entered the womb of
(his) mother on the thirtieth day of the month Uttarasadha (Wudaluoeshacha fffi[Effiffiy}.
ffi), which is the fifteenth day of the fifth month (in the Chinese calendar). The other
nikayas make it the twenty-third day, which is the eighth day of rhe fifth monrh (in the
Chinese calendar).

To the north-east there is a stlpa: this is the place where the rsi Asita (Asiduo palfl^41
explained the signs (laksana) of the prince. On the day of the miraculous birth of the
bodhisattva auspicious omens occurred simultaneously. Thereupon King Suddhodana
summoned all soothsayers (to the palace) and addressed them: "The birth of this child is
its (meaning) good or bad? It would be good if (you) knew in derail (and could) rell (me)
clearly about (this matter)." (They) said: "According to the records of the old sages, and
reflecting the consteliation of the omens (he) will become a world ruler (cakravartin:
zhuanlun-wal?g +S*ft E) (if he stays) in (his) home, (and he) will certainly attain enlightenment (if he) abandons (his) home." At this time the sage Asita arrived from far
away, knocked at the door (and) asked to see (the child). The king was (moved) by
respectful delight, bowed (in front of the sage), paid respect and asked (him) to sit on a
costly seat, saying: "The great sage visits (us) today unexpectedly." The sage said: "I was
enjoying sitting peacefully and calm in the heavenly palace (when I) suddenly saw all the
gods leaping and dancing around. I askecl: 'why are you so happy?' (They) said: ,The
great sage should know (that) on Jambudvrpa (Zhanbu-zhou BE*Jji/j'J) the first wife of the
Sat<ya king Suddhodana has born a prince today, (who) will certainly attain the full
enlightenment (sanbodlti: sanputi =#ffi) and will fully realize omniscience.' When I
heard these words I came to see and to welcome (the child). What is sad'(is that I am)
withered and old (so that I will) not encounter (his) merciful activities.,,
To the.south gate of the city there is a st upa; this is the place where the prince wrestled
with the Satya and threw the elephant (far away). The prince possessed high skills (and)
defeated (all his) fellows. King Suddhodana was happy, and onhis way bacf a servant led
an elephant (to bring the prince home and) wanted to leave the city. Devadatta
(Tipodaduo tFi#:E&), who was always showing of his strength, came from outside (and
wanted) to enter (the city); (he) asked the (elephant's) guide: "You are leading this
elephant so proudly. Who wants to ride it?" (The guide) said: "The prince wi1 shorily be
returning (to the palace); therefore (I am) leading (the elephant ouiside)."Devadatta became angry, tugged at the elephant, hit his forehead and kicked his belly. (The animal)
fell down to the ground, barricaded the street (and) blocked the passage. [NoUoAyy couid
remove (it, so that) people were jarnmed together Afterwards Nanda (Nantuo
ffi[&) arrived and asked: "Who has killed this elephant?" (The people) said: "Devadatta." (Nanda)
pulled (the animal) to the side and opened up the street. The prince arrived and he too
asked: "Who has done this wicked (deed), has harmed this elephant?" (The people) said:
"Devadatta harmed (it) in order to block the gate of the city. Nanda pulled (it) aside
to
open up the way." The prince then seized the elephant, threw (it) up high and across the
city moat. The spot where the elephant fell down became a huge Aeep Oitcn, (and) the
local tradition (calls it) the 'Ditch Where the Elephant Fell' (Xiangduo-k eng
fu_W1,). ln
the monastery beside (this place they) have made a statue of the prince. Beside (this
monastery) there is another monastery (which stands on the spot) where the bedchamber
of the prince's consort (stood), and inside (they) have made a statue of (the consort)
Ya5odhara (Yeshutuoluo q"[+ftlrEffi) and another one of Rdhula (Luohuluo
ffi,I'fiffi). (In
the) monastery at the (site) of the chamber (they) have made a starue of (the prince)
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receiving lessons; (this is the place marking) the foundations of the prince's school hall
\xuetang ry5.).
At the south-east corner of the city there is a monastery; inside (they) have made a
statue of the prince sitting on a white horse (and) jumping across (the wall) in the air. This
is the place where (he) leaped out of the city. Outside of the four gates of the city there
are monasteries, inside (of which they) have made statues (respectively) of the old man,
the sick man, the dead man (and) the irama1ta. These (are the places where) the prince on
his sight seeing trip saw the growing sorrow (of these encounters), (and) became deeply
disgusted by the vanity of the world; when he had realized (this, he) ordered the servant to
return (to the city).
Going 50 /i south from the city (of Kapilavastu), one reaches an old city in which there
is a stipa. This is the city in which the Buddha Krakucchanda (Jialuojiacunduo

was born - in the bhadrakalpa, when people (still) reached the age of
60,000. To the south of the city, not far away, there is a stipa at the place where (this
Buddha) saw his father after his enlightenment. To the southeast of the city there is a
stupa tn which the relics of the complete body of this tath[gata are preserved; in front of it
stands a stone pillar, about 30 c'hi high, on top of which is standing the statue of a lion
(and) on whose sides the events of the niruana (of Krakucchanda) are inscribed. (It) was
erected by King A5oka.
Going about 30 /i north-east from the stlpa of the Buddha Krakucchanda, one rcaches
a large old city in which there is a stipa. This is the city in which the Buddha Kanakamuni (Jianuojiamoni il!#illfffi) was born - in the bhadrakalpa, when people (still)

t!ffifut{,Ei)

reached the age of 40,000. To the north-east of the city, not far away, there is a stupa at
the place where (Kanakamuni) converted his father after his enlightenment. Further to the
north there is a stipa in which the relics of the body of this Tathdgata are preserved; in

front (of lhis stupa) there is a stone pillar, about 20 chi high, on top of which is standing
the statue of a lion, and on whose sides the events of the nirvana (of Kanakamuni) are
inscribed. King ASoka erected (it).
About 40 lito the north-east of the city there is astupa (which marks the spot where)
the prince sat in the shadow of a tree and watched (people) ploughing the fields;
thereupon he practised concentration (dlryina) and reached (the state) of having abandoned passion. (When) King Suddhodana saw the prince sitting in the shadow of the tree,
(and that he had) entered into (a state o0 meditation, the sunrays changed their direction
of shining, (though) the shadow of the tree did not move, (and then he) knew that (the
prince) was a saint (and he) did pay (him) reverence even more (than before).
To the north-west of the city there are over 100,000 stupas; this is the place where the
Satya clan was all slaughtered for its wantonness. King Virudhaka (Piluduojia-wang
HttH+S ilT') subjugated the Sakya clan, enslaved their (whole) clan, seized 99,900,000
men, massacred (them) one after the other and piled up the bodies like a haystack. (So
much) blood flowed (that it) formed a lake. The gods alarmed humans, and (the latter)
collected the bones (and) buried (them).
South-west of the (stupas) of the Satya clan there are four small stupas; this is the
place where the four Sat<ya held back the (enemy's) army. First King Prasenajit (Shengjun-wang flAEE) ascended the thrown (and he) wished to marry a (woman) from the
Satya clan; the Sat<ya clan disregarded him for not having their status and deceived (him)
with a servant woman, (for whom) he respectfully gave a (high) dowry. King Prasenajit
accepted (her) as his main wife, and the son born from her became King Vir[dhaka.
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Vir[dhaka wanted to visit (his) maternal uncle to ask (him) for tuition. When he arrived
to the south of this city he saw a new lecture hall (and) went in to take a rest. (When) the
Satcya heard of his (coming), they insulted him: "Son of a slave woman, (how) dare you
sit in this room! This room was built by the Sat<ya (and is) for the Buddha to stay in."
After Vir[dhaka ascended the throne he remembered the former insult, gathered (his)
troops (and) proceeded to this military post (of the Sakya). Four Satya who were
ploughing the fields (there) warded off the army and dispersed it. Then they entered the
city, (and the other) clan members, owing to the good fortune of (serving) a wheel(turning) king (cakravartin : lun-wang Hfrt), (and) as descendants of rightful kings
(dharmardja : fa-wang i*I), dared to commit violence, cold-bloodedly killing (people)
and offending their families. The four men were banished to the snow mountains in the
north. One became the king of Udydna (Wuzhangna-guo-wang ,H{{#[EI), one became
the king of BamIy6na (Fanyanna-guo-wang trtij#BffiE.), one became the king of
Himatala (Ximodaluo-guo-wang l4[EffiEt), (and) one became the king of Shangmi
(Shangmi-guo-wang ffi$ffiEI'). Their (dynastic line) continued from generation to generation, (and the sequence of their) descendants was not interrupted.
Three (or) four /i to the south of the city, (in) a nyagrodha-forest (nijulil-shulin
E+EJa{+fgf:F4), there is a stupa built by King ASoka. This is the place where the Tathagata
Sakya(muni) preached the dharma to his father when he returned to his home country to
see (him) after he had attained enlightenment. King Suddhodana, having learnt that the
Tathagata had subdued the armies of Mara and was travelling around and converting
(people), yearned to invite (him home) in order to get (an opportunity) to pay reverence
(to him). Therefore he sent a messenger to invite the Tathagata with the words: "'After
'(you) have become a Buddha, (you) will return to (the place) of (your) birth.' As (the
first part of) these words are fulfilled, (you should) now come home." The messenger
arrived at the place where the Buddha was (and) told (him) what the king had said. The
Tathrgata said: "After seven days I will come back to the place of (my) birth." The
messenger went back and reported (everything) to the king. The king thereupon ordered
his officials to sprinkle water on the streets and to sweep (them), to prepare flowers and
incense, (and he himselfl with his officials went out 40 li to receive (the Buddha). At that
time the Tathagata (was) together with a huge crowd, surrounded by the eight vajra(bearing gods), guided by the the four heavenly kings, attended by the (godly) ruler Sakra
(Di-shi ffiffi) and the gods of the Klmadhltu world (yujie-tian 'Atrfr-7-) to his left (and)
King Brahma (Fan-wang mE) and the gods of the R[padhltu world (sejie-tian @,n-7-)
to his right, and the whole saigha of bhiksu gathered behind him. The Buddha, alone
among the crowd, shone like the moon among the stars, his divinity moved the three
realms, and his radiance outshone the seven fixed stars. Moving through the air, (he)
arrived in the country of his birth. After the king and his accompanying officials paid
reverence (to the Buddha), they returned to their country all together, stopping at
Nyagrodhrrdma (Nijultituo-sengjialan E*@HF&iB{Ifffil. Beside it, not far away, rhere is
a st1pa: this is (the place where) the Tathlgata was sitting under a tree, faced eastward
and accepted the gold-threaded kasaya Qinlil-jiasha #ffi*W) from his aunt (Mahdprajipati and) mother. The st1pa (next to it) is the place where the Tathagata converted the
eight princes and the five hundreO Sakya.
Inside the eastern city gate, on the left (side) of the road, there ts a stlpa (which marks
the place where) Prince Siddh[rtha practised several arts. Outside the gate there is a deva
temple. Inside (is) a deva statue (made of) stone in a lofty standing posture; it
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(commemorates the episode of) the prince entering the temple wrapped in his swaddling
clothes. King Suddhodana, on hii way back from Lumbini Garden (Lafani-yuan
flffi{ttrH), (where) he had welcomed the prince, passed this deva temple. The king said:

"(In) this deva temple there are very often heavenly manifestations, and all Satya infants
seek blessing (there, which they) certainly receive. (I) therefore order the prince (to be)
brought (in) to venerate (the deva)." Thereupon the nurse brought (the baby) into the
temple, (and) this deva statue (made) of stone rose to receive the prince. After the prince
left (the temple), the deva statue sat back down.
Outside of the southern city gate, on the left side of the road, there is a st1pa (which
marks the place where) the prince tried his skills with the Sakya in shooting (arrows) at
iron drums. From there some 30 /i to the south-east there is a stipa; at the side of it there
is a spring. The (water of the) spring flows clearly. This is (the place where) the prince
compared his strength and matched his skills with the Sakya, (and when he) drew (the
bow and) the arrow left (the string), it pierced the surfaces of the drums (and) flew further
and penetrated into the soil (until its) feathers disappeared; from (the place where the
alrow penetrated the earth) sprang a clear flow (of water). There is a common tradition
which calls this (spot) the 'Arrow spring' (Jian-quan ffiR). (when people) are sick
(they) drink (this water) or bathe (in it and) are very often cured. People from far away
carry the mud (of this spring) home, and depending on their sufferingi smear it on their
forehead, (for example. As it is) mysteriously protected by the good spirits (it) often heals

(the diseases).
Going 80 or 90 /i north-east from the Arrow Spring, one comes to Lumbinr. There is a
bathing pond of the Sakya clan, (whose water is) clear as a mirror, and on whose surface
flowers are scattered and drift. Twenty-four or twenty-five steps to the north (of the pond)
there is an ASoka flower tree (Wuyou-hua-shu ffitrffiffit) which is now already withered;
this is the place where the sacred birth of the bodhisatrva took place. The bodhisattva
(was born) in the second half of the month vaisakha (Feishequ-yue
ryt6{*E), on the

eighth day, that is, on the eighth of the third month (in the Chinese calendar); the
Sthaviravddin say it was the 15th day of the second half of the month VaiSakha, that is the
15th day of the third month. Farther to the east are two stupas which were built by King
ASoka, (and these) are the places where the two ndgas bathed the prince. After the
bodhisattva was born he took seven steps in each of the four cardinal directions without
being supported and said: "In heaven and on earth I alone am the venerable. From now on
my rebirths have come to an end." Big lotus flowers sprang up at the spots where he had
set his feet. The two ndgas leapt out (from the earth) and rested in the air. Each of them
spewed water to wash the prince - one cold, one warm. East of the stipa which (marks)
the place where the prince was bathed, are two pure springs, and beside them two stupas
were built. This is the place where the two ndgas leapt out from the earth. After the
bodhisattva was born, the servants and relatives rushed away to look for water to bathe
(him). Two springs sprang up in front of the consort (Maya) one cold and one warm in
which (the prince) was bathed. To the south of (this place) there is a stupa (which marks)
the place where the ruler of the gods, Sakra, received the bodhisattva. When the bodhisattva left his mother's womb, the ruler of the gods, Sakra, caught up the bodhisattva
while kneeling on a marvellous, heavenly piece of cloth. Nearby there are four stfipas;
this is the place where the four heavenly kings (lokapdla) took the bodhisattva in their
arms. When the bodhisattva was born form the right thigh (of his mother) the four
heavenly kings received the bodhisattva in a piece of golden cloth, set him on a golden
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in front of his mother and said: "The consort has given birth to that blessed child.
She must indeed be happy! All the gods rejoice - how much more (will) mankind
(rejoice)!"
Beside the stipas of the four heavenly kings who took the prince in their arms, not far
away, there is a big stone plllar (da-shizhu )rf:t}), (and) on rop of it (they) have made
a
horse statue (maxiang ,W(*); it was erected by King A5oka. Later an evll naga,sferccious thunder-clap split this pillar in the middle down ro the earth. At its side there is a
sm.all river flowing south-east (which) is called in the local tradition 'Oil River, (you-he
iHiEJ) After Lady Mnya had delivered (the child) the gods transformed the (original) lake
into a shining and pure (pond of water) in order to deliver bath water for the lady so that
she could get rid of her inner and outer infirmities. It has now become a (flowing)
river,
but its flowing (water) is usually pinguid.
From there going eastward about 500 /, in (through) devastated fields and wild forests,
(one) reaches the country of R6ma(gr6ma) (Lanmo
HB) (in rhe region of Middle India).
stand
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ENcr-tsH TRANSLATIoN:

Going about 800 /, from there (Sr6vastl) to the south-east, one arrives in the country
of
Kapilavastu (which formerly was called Jiapiluowei). The circumference of the country
is
about 4,000 /i and it is totally deserted and abandoned. The city of the palace has
a circttmference of 50 /i; it was made of bricks and extremely was solid. Inside there are
old
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My translation follows closely Li's (1996), differing from it in some points, however, in trying to remain

closer to the Chinese original.

"'The text is quoted from (and with

the puncruation of) the edition produced by Sun

T.2053.235a.
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foundations (which belong to) the main palace of King Suddhodana; above (them) a
monastery was built, and a statue erected inside it. Further to the north there are (other)
foundations; these are of the bedchamber of Lady Mly6. Above (them) a monastery was
built, and a statue erected inside it. Beside these (foundations) there is another monastery
(and) this is the place where the bodhisattva of the Sat<ya supernaturally came down into
the womb of (his) mother; inside they have made a statue (showing) the conception of the
bodhisattva. The Sthavirav6din say that (the bodhisattva) mysteriously entered the womb
of (his) mother on the 3o'h day of the month Utmrasadhf,, which is the 15th day of the fifth
month (in the Chinese calendar). The other nikdyas make it the 23'd day, which is the
eighth day of the fifth month (in the Chinese calendar). To the north-east there is a stdpa;
this is the place where the rsr Asita explained the signs (/aksana) of the prince. Around
the city there are all the places where the prince competed with the (other) Sat<ya. There is
also the place where the prince mounted his horse and jumped out of the city, and the
place where he first saw the old (man), the sick (man), the dead (man) and the iramana at
the four gates (of the city and then turned) the chariot around and went back (to the
palace) disgusted with the world (and determined to) leave (it). Going about 500 /, to the
east from there through wild forest, one reaches the country of Rama(gr[ma) (in the
region of Middle India).

Appendix

III: The Quotations on Kapilavastu

and Lumbinl from Zhi

Sengzai's lost Waiguo-shi in the Shuijing-zhu
CurNrsr TExr:l8o

(rNE+) Et!f;EffiMB, +ffiLfl-&. frfiLffiffi,''WHEffi ' HIE**' Wffi '
EI-+F*X, E#i+€EE.i'ffiffi' fr{ffi[q lffi) W." fffrfrkrffi+ , ffi@wx' fitfAJ
fffiE , ,8HfilEl'" fEEi?HE# , it+EdffiHlt ih' -i?Htrl;,JiffiE)f (#) YnEh
W.'+H+:E/\'fI rE.] F. t+ifi+.ffi'.WffiFfr+ t+El tFJ' ffilZtH G'1" )
I1-,IHrD/Htrrcffi + t {n+F.. ) HX+14' #ml^m{EH, tk-aaiDFSqr#{ff#tfuZ,
E+$ffi* 'Bi5{ff6{4ug ' fr}W6l*" X*+Ht1t-DF.fuJt" 4Ba.tLE'f+' [oJH
EDIEE.W.EPXffiiE, tF.D)--RfrAffi-L' E + EI''ED.{6ffii*E' fA}-F,E -e
YI, *TEfiW. +fitrHtrffiffiX' *,ATND)HfE6EEHFhEE L' MEHE&" A
++.ffi , Df,EEI^ X+EEil*/(, iAt+' -tr-HEmzyffi.' -HErtzj<it' A FX=
tt!'+ffi-6 -'ffi+-. x+frxHt+E ' ,tflEHHi+ftrTE ,{ffmFrxfH+t
+' ,k+Tq' KE,ts'Wffitr'7rfr,. IE t tr I *E*ffi ' ffiE-ffi ' ffiAtsE+
Bro,"

(marked by
"o Edition Gao,l2.4- 13.5; I have set apart the modern annotations in the text
own additions within parenthesis.

[-]

ana put my

Ettcltsu TRaNsleuoN:

l8l

The waiguo-shi says rhat rhe kingdom of Kapilavastu (Jiaweiluoyue
il!f;ffffiM) has
not got a king now. The city and its ponds are deserted and dirty, there being
only empty
space. There are some upasaka, about twenty households of the
Sat yo family] tney are ihl
descendants of King Suddhodana. Of old they formed four families who
dwelt inside the
old city and lived as upasakas; formerly they zealously cultivated religious energy (vrrya)
and still maintained the old spirit. In those days, when the stupas were
dilapidated, they
completely repaired them. The king of Kapilavastu, over and above this, took
care of one
stupa, and the king of Simha(la)dvipa (Sihetiao
sent
gifts
as an aid to finish it.
f/.inj{r*)
But now there are [only] twelve monks who dwell inside thar
[city].
The marvellous tree, which the excellent queen grasped when the Buddha
was being
born, is called xuhe )Ei4 ((a)soka). King ASoka made out of lapis lazuli
a starue of the
queen in the act of grasping [the tree] and giving birth
to the prince. When the old tree
had no more offshoots, all the iramana took the old trunk
and planted it; and over and
over again it continued itself till the present time. The branches
of the tree are as of old,
and they still shelter the stone statue.
The outlines of the marks of where the prince walked seven steps
are also still
preserved today. King ASoka enclosed the marks with lapis
lazulion both sides, and again
had them covered over with one long slab of lapis lazuli. The people
of the country
continually make offerings to them with sweet-smelling flowers.
One ,iill ,.., clearly the
outlines of the seven foot prints; although there is nori u slab
covering them, this makes
no difference' And again, people thickly may cover them with several
layers of heavy
cotton (karpasa), fastening the latter to the chiselled stone but
still [the marks] shine

through them and are even brighter than before.
When the king was born, the (two) kings of the ndgas came to the
prince and, one to
the left and the other to the right, spewed water and bathed
him. The ine nagawas seen
to spew cold water, and the other warm water; [this water] produced two pools.
Even
nowadays the one is cold and the other is warm.
The prince had not yet come out of the house. Then on the tenth
day he came out,
went to the royal field and sat under a
tree.
The
god
of
the
iambu
tree honoured the prince
with seven kinds of jewels, but the prince did not accept them. Then
he meditated on his
desire to leave his home. The royal field is one lcroia (ffi) from
the palace; a l<ro{ameans
in Chinese (E) ten /i.

rsrAdopted

from the translation by L. Petech (1950), 33

replaced by Pinyin versions.
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-

36, whose wade-Giles transcriptions

I

have

Abbreviations:
General:

AV
Chin.
EMC
HMAS
Jg.
LMC
n.y.
n.p.
orig.
P
PE
Pkt.
RE
RV
Skt.
vol./vols.

Atharvaveda
Chinese

Early Middle Chinese
Her Majesty's Archaeological Survey
Jahrgang

Late Middle Chinese
no year
no place
originally (published)
PAIi

Pillar Edict
Prdkrt
Rock Edict
Rgveda
Sanskrit

volume/volumes

Journals, Magazines, Series:

AAWG
AN
BDK ET
BE
BEFEO
BTS
CSCRS
CSS
CII
IA
JASB
JMBS
JRAS
LA
NAWG
PEFEO
PW
SOR
WSSK
Zf?.

Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in G<ittingen
Ancient Nepal
Bukkyd Dendo Kydkai English Tripitaka, Numata Center for Buddhist
Translation and Research
The Buddha Era, Monthly Magazine, Buddhism, Tourism, Environment and
Culture-Oriented Monthly Magazine, Kathmandu
Bulletin de l'Ecole franEaise d'Extr0me-Orient, Paris
Buddhist Tradition Series, ed. by Alex Wayman
Calcutta Sanskrit College Research Series
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Studies
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum
Indian Archaeology
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
Journal of the Maha Bodhi Society of India, Calcutta
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
Lumbini, An Annual Publication of the International Buddhist Society, Lumbini
Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gdttingen, PhilologischHistorische Klasse

Publicationsdel'Ecolefrangaised'Extr0rne-Orient
"GroBes Petersburger Wdrterbuch" by Brithlingk / Roth
Serie Orientale Roma

Wiirzburger Studien zur Sprach- und Kulturwissenschaft

Zeitschrift fi.ir Religionswissenschaft
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Lumbinr (general view)
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Lumbini (A(oka pillar)
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Tiraulakot ( so-called palace )

Tiraulakot (eastern gate)
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Tiraulakot (the larger twin stDpa)

Tiraulakot (the smaller twin stupa)
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Gotihava (view of the st[pa mound)

Gotihava (pillar stump)
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